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Abst.ract

'I'his dissertation analyses the contemporary trends - - the

so called "second Lnn.inqa " of South African cricket. It

examines the role played by the tripartist :r.:elationship betweer

the statel cricketts administrativa structures, and ;_;_heprivate

sector in the reconstruction of a national cricketing code.

The ce.se st.udy of cricket development programmes ie' vdewed

us a soc La" me+apho.r t.hat extends beyond t.he cricket boundary I

and wh:.c"'l. i"~l'>()"':$ ;!;)r a focused analysis of the current issues

that sur-rcund both the discourse and p:ractice of IIsports

development II • T!1US the metaphor of cricket development is

cons Ldexed as a singular Lens through which to assess the wider

processes of development, IInation-buil,jingl! and transformation

in South African society.

Cricket development programmes have made a significant

impact on the reconstruction of South African sport, but have yet

to fundamentally t7:.'ansformthe nature of South African cricket.

Despite the attempts to level the playing field through

development initiatbtes, t.he contemporary reality of a disparate

social order- continues to determine and define the codes of South

African cricket.
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niTRODUCTION
AN INNINGS WITH NO 90uXIDARIES

In the patois of cz icket; , a gOt)L.innings without any

boundar-Lee is unheard of. Y~t the development initiatives of

S:Juth African cricket. creates a f::dgnificant analogy of a Ilsecond

innings II ~ an i.nnings which knows no boundaries in its efforts to

meet the ambitious objective of reconstructing South African

cricket.

Onany given day at a Wanderers test match, a crowd of young

boys are always present. 'rhere is nothing unusual in aspirant

young cricketers supporting their national cricketing heroes.

HoweverI two particular features are noticeable amongst these

eneJ:getic youngsters: firstly I they are dressed in T-shirts

emblazoned with the various logos of the corporate sponsored

cricket development programmes. And second.ly I the large majority

02 these boys are from local townships. To the general public it

would appear that cr i.cket; has become a gamewhich these boys have

emi; '~aced.

The presence of these young and eager par't Lcapant;e of the

cricket deveLopment; programmes at the Wanderers Oval bears

test.ament to the transformation of South African sport. They

offer us an inroad into the analysis of the changing natnrre of

South African cr-Lckeu, and the numerous initiatives ..- bozh in

the publi.c and pri.vate sectors -- that have been undertaken with

the aim of reconstructing the sport's organisational and

administrative structures.

Sport is an integral part of South African scciety I and

cricket is no exception. Yet, just as the face of South African
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society has been dramatically transfo;tmed, sc too has the nature

(If South Af:r-ican sport. Undoubtedly cz'Lcket; has surpassed any

other South Afr.i.can sporting code :in g:r.a8:"~rcotsdevelopment:..

It is the purpose of this project '':0 analyse the "'::\(:..:~CJnd

innings II of South African cricket ..- and its cricket development

programmes -- in the wider ini.tiative of the reconstruction of

South African sport. The investiga'cion offers firstly, an

analysis of the :cole played by the tripartist r'eLat.Loneh.i.p

between the state, cricket admi.rri.etrrat Ive structures and the

private sector in the reconstruct ion of a national sporting code.

Secondly, through this institutional analysis <,",,; cricket

development I s political economy, the investigation questions the

role played by cricket deveLopmeri'; programmes in the redefinition

of the codes, values and cultural expressions of the game.

The project aims to under/strand the political and economic

agendas of both the state and non-governmental ~porting

administration bodies, as WEillas an analysis of the financial

contribution of the pri vat e sector in cricket development

initiatives. We may them understand the deliberately and

consciously articulat.ed r,ationale and motives of tnese actors in

their contribution to the changing nature of South African

cricket.

An understanding of sport as the creator of political

resources, as an ag(.mt of political socialisati· ...m, as the link

between sport and nationalism, and its ability to raise pol i.t.ical

consciousness (A:.liscl'1,1986:13-15) offers fundamental insight

into the dose relationship between sport and the politics of

nationalism in South Africa. Inherent in this research 4.bjecthre
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is the extent to which sport in South African remains a political

institution. Through an analysis of the historical and
contemporary cont ext s of South African sport and cr Lcket;, the

study ad.ms to ce-t:erm::l.net.he extent to V0. _.chthe historical legacy

apaz thet d- controlled sport has been transcended in the attempt

to reconstruct South AfricBL cricket.

Further, the emphasis on a qualitative rp~t·,hodolcgical

approach allows for a focused analysis of the current issues that

surround both the discourse and practice of !lsports development II •

The rhetoric of sports development -- in developing a national

sporting culture highlights the potential of reconstructed

sport, to foster a dommon national identity. If we are to

understa.nd the dynami.cs of "nat.Lorr-Iruf.Ld i.nq" I then a study such

as this one offers some analytical insight into t.he complex array

of social relations, constraints and opportunities that may face

the state in the fostering of national unity. Furt.her f the

project aims to uncover the extent of a shared po.ii.t.Lcal

commitment of national sports reconstruction between the state

and its affiliate, the National Sports Council (NSC) and the

United Cricket Board of South Africa (UCBSA).Do the goals of the

UCBSA,its cricket development programmes, and the formation of

a national cricket team that is both racially representative and

internationally competitive, mirror the goals of the state in its

attempt to create racially ...epresentative sporting inst.itutions?

In other words, by asking to whomcricket development is

aimed, and by whomit is orchestratedt we are able to assess the

underlying motives of cricket development I s political economy Ln

the fostering of a popular sporting culture. Through the
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consideration of the conscious and deliberate attempt to

construct a popular cricketing culture, ii,Ii.": may question the

rhetoric of national unity that may be developed through the

auspices of sports development ..- and its posciblc outcomes, IS:

cr Lcket; development an attempt to romanticise the gameof cz'Lcket;

so that it takes on the popularity best o.ssociated \-dth Indian

and West Indian cricket cultures? Or alternatively, will the

articulation of a national cricketing culture provide the cement

which bonds only a ne.....! non-racial elite?

The vision of administrative unification and developmental

opportunities in cricket have had widespread corporate financial

sponsorship and aupporc , Arguably, without the significant levels

of private sector involvement in, and th_il..' patronage of,

development programmes the goals of both local and national

c::cicketing bodies would remain visionary ideals.

The role of the private sector in the sponsorship of cricket

development proqraumea raises interesting questions about the

nexus of financial ';!!)t1straint. The massive sums of moneydonated

to development initiatives conveniently locates cricket in a

competitive advertising market. Is the sponsorship of cricket

development merely an apparatus of public relations - akin to

the marketing and pxomot.Lonof professional cricket? This proj ect

uncovers the true motives for the involvement of the private

,sector in the political economy of cricket development

progl.·amrnes.In essence, their considerable finan ....·;,al contribution

underlies a position of fi.scal power wr.;ichmust be weighed up

against the phi Lanthrop-,c rlletoric of corporate social

::-espo!lsibility.
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Through this institutional analysis of the political economy

of development. programmes, the second main thrust of the

investigation is an assessment of the extent to which the game

of cricket I its codes of conduct, values, styl€'s of play and

popular appeal have been redefined.

The analysis of cricket's cultural and social

f:ransformation -- via the discourse and practise of "development!'

and the implications thereof for the game of cricket, leads

to a vital consideration of cricket as a gam~~of lllived

experience". By contemplating the political economy of cricket

development, and the ideological and cultural appropriation of

cricket! s symbolism by the actors within that political economyi

the study hopes to reveal the apparent redefinit:t.o!l of South

African cricketing codes.

In viewi~g cricket as a cultural and social expression in

a t:r.ansformed sporting context I and the consideration of the

integral redl.rection of these cricketing values, codes, cultural

expression and even styles of play, the proj ect provides an

examination of the "results" of a deliberately orchestrated

social process, t.he.t; is rooted firmly in cricket's development

programme. Fundamentally the question of the ext-ent; to which

criGket development has ushered in a new era of South African

cricket remains vague.

The sociological er.quiry into sport as a complex social

institution offers us an insight into the myriad of social,

economic and political relations that. exist both within the world

of sport! and most obviously in. the social context in which

sporting activity must take place.
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Significantly, it is the profile which sport. enjoys in South

African society that necessitates this sociological study of

cricket development. Cricket and its deveLopment; programmes

operate on a pubfLc and exposed stage. Thus the wider policy

initiatives of development and recons~'+t.·ction are par t Ly carried

out in the public arena of sport. The study of sport -- and

cricket in particular -- offers us '~arena in which to Qssess

a range of significant features :r.:e.l:.b.':::1 to the nat.Lonal policy

debates such as resource location, organisational structures,

as well as the notions of social advancement and upliftment. The

analysis of cricket development, and its complex political

economyI sheds some light on the internal dynamics of wider

reconstruction dehates.

In other words, the "theatre of the great", as sport has

often been labelled, can be redefined as the "theatre of the

everyday". The proj ect IS x'est:ricted focus on cricket development

brings the often highly rhetorical notions of reconstruction,

development, social Lnt.eqr'at.Len and "nat.Lon=bud Lddnq" into an

arena that is easily identifiable, given its location within the

public sphere, and the vast publicity it is afforded.

Stated differently, cricket and cricket development expose

the most pressing national questions and issues in an open and

public way. Perhaps mC:::Jtsignificantly, the actors involved in

cricket development I chzouqh 'the articulation of their

identificatlon with the goals of national sporting

r~construction,

strategically

have consciously positioned themselves

the centre of these debates. It is for this

reason that cric;-' ':!t and cr-Icket; development programmes warrant
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"""II
the investigation by this research project.

Ttus, cricket development programmes may be vi.ewed as a

social 11etaphor that extends beyond the cricket boundary _ As a

case study that considers one a:::.;pect of reconstruction and

deveLopment._.. that happens to take place in the public arena of

sport - - the raet.apho.r of cricket d-.ve Lopment;is a s'.ui1gular lens

through which to assess the wider ~)rocesses of dev'eIopmenf I

flnation-buildingll and transformation in South African society_
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

As 2. social institution, sport and its social world is an

i.nseparable part of the l~..rger society. The development of South

African sport has always been closely influenced by wid.er social,

pol Lt.Lce.Land economic factors. The consideration of cricket

deveLcpment;programmes needs to take account of the \1ider social

forces that have not only shaped the character of cricket I s

po.lLt.LcaL economy, but continue to do so .in this period of social

restructuring And economic development.

The analysis of cr.mtemporary South African sport must be

viewed through a. dualistic framework. On one hand is the

historical political disposition of South African sport: as a

social institution in wha.chsociety at large is reflecteid, sport

in South Africa was, and remains, highly politicised. The second

strand of the framework is concerned with the cont.. auat Lon of the

ideological and cultural manipulation of sport for t.ha use of

contemporary socia-political obj ecti.ves. The two posi~.iorls of

this framework! although distinct in their suppositions, in fact

overlap and crosscut one another in SiC]!1ificant. ways. It is the

purpose of this proj ect to draw together these two themes, in an

attempt to show the variety of processes that are inherently

located within cricket! s political t?r;'!('.momYI that shape the nature

of that political economy, and which lastly, have an Lmpact;on

the articulation of national goals and objectives in che

.....econatrruct.Lon of South African sport.

A third sect.ion detailing the growing financial support and

Lnveatrnent; in sport and sports development initiatives,
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il1u}."Jtrates the capacity of the corporate sector to playa role

in the construction of new sporting, cultural and national

identities.

I. Th~ Politicisation of Sout~~fr~ca~~Qrt
In t.he first ".:trand of the dualistic framework,

understanding the politicised nature of South African sport

entails a historical assessment of apartheid sport, th~

implications of sport segregation in t')e contemporary context of

sporting unity, the political nctions of "democracy" in sporting

structures, as well aa the organisational bureaucracy of sport

as a aoeio-political institution. This theme of pol i tLcLsed sport

is aLao cone.idered in the discussion of che relationship between

sport and nation-building.

A Political History Qr South Arrican ~port
While the history of white sport in South Africa is \'/e11

documented, the aame cannot be said for the diverse and ric'-'

heritage of black sporting organisation. Black sporting history

has no real documentation, and stimulated by the racial

segres, tion and discrimination under apartheid, there is a 'I,·.ridely

held belief that blacks have no real sports hist.ory

(Odendaal, 1988: 194) . Mever t these myths have no empirical

basis. South African sport, as played by both blacks and whites,

has always been significantly influenced by wider political and

socio-economic factors. l'~sa result, "black" sport was afforded

an inf'3rior position in the bureaucracy of apartheid-controlled

and sport -- thus perpetuating the myth of little or no sporting
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activity in black communities.

Socially and economically, the separate and unequal

deveLopmerrtof black and whit.e sport was closely associated with

the apartheid system as a whole. Archer and Bouillon argue that.

an H intima.te relation Iexi st.edl between sport and apartheid,

sport and discrimination, oppression and racial exploitation in

t.heir most political forms" (Archer & Bouillon, 1982: II) .

Apartheid was not only respunsible for the development of unequal

and separate sport, the system also determined the social and

economic environment which conditioned the sporting arena:

By... curtailing black access to education,
urban residence, employment, wealth [and]
travel. .. the Nat:i.onalj st governml:;,:ntnecessarily
stunted the natural development of sport and
dealt a crippling blow to the attempts of black
players to improve their standards of play and
organisation
(Archer & Bouillon,1982:43)

Sport failed to serve as a social integrating mechanism

because of the political, ideological and spatial forces

promoting separatism and segregation.

The historical evidence shows that South African sport does

not 'Ascribe to the "myth of [political] autonomyII that is

conventionally associated with the apolitical status of sporting

:institutions and activities (Allison,1986:17). The m- ).1 of

sport I s political a.utonomy posits the notion of sport being

aepar'at.e from si:,"'iety I and as a social institut ion, sport

transcends politics and social conflict (Allison, 1993: 5). The

most commonform of this idea of sporting autonomy is articulated

in the. Lr l:lctment of sport ing boycotts: that is I sport should not

be used a8 a ferm of social and political ostra~ism, and t.hat

sportsmen and womenehoul.d be allowed to pursue sporting car eexs

10



without regard for politi cs (ibid). 'let South A.frican sport has

e.Lways been, and remains as much, a, highly politicised domain.

To 1.,yh.3.t extent that polit.icised nat.uz'e remains apparent today is

a source of apecu.Iat.Lon in this research project - - Allison! s

noti0n of apoliticism is an import.ant variable in the

consideration of the clearly politically motiva.ted Lnvo Lvement;

of the state and administrative structures in sporting

reconstruction.

Richard Lapchick identifies three fundamental political

components of racially segreyated sport in South }\frica. Firstly r

sport in South Africa has been subject to the i.nfluence of

apar.theid legislation, playing an Lnt.eqzaL and eupportive

function of the apert.heLd system where several distinct phases

of the extension of a separc.tist ideology into sport are

recognioable (Lapchick,1975:17). Secondly, South Africa was the

recipient of more domestic and international pressure than other

nations tha.t used sport for political purposes I because the

underlying basis of segregated sport in South Africa was not

ideological but. racial (Lapchick, 1975.xxv) . And lastly t the

political character of spor-t; made t]'>~South African government

more suscept~ble to international and domestic pressure: "when

non-whites ... [and] other nations refused to compete within the

framework of apartheid sport ... South Africans viewed it as a

rejection of their political system" (Lapchick,1975:xxv).

Politics decided on a rCl.cial basis the scope of sporting

relations, and relegated black sportsmen to inferior facilities

and opportunities (Hain, 1971:86) '. Significantly I it was cricket

and the Ba::.;il D'Olivera a.ffair that set the stage for m::i.litant
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opposition to sports apaxt.he id, and resulted in 8,.;uth Africa I s

p~,.. .,' 'ktl isolation in Lnt.e rnat.Lona'i sport (Lapchi.ck, 1975: l02 i

(!lH;:;:J.y_e,1986: 131; Cashmore,1990: 164) e, International sporting links

were ·..,ith !!whit~ South African. Therefore it was white South

Africa that the campaign fox non-racial sport sought to isolate

(Haiu,1971:84). As Trevor Huddleston observed. sport was South

Africa's Achille's heel (Cashmo..ce,1~' :165). The sports boycott,

as part of the comprehenaf.ve disinvestment and sanctions against

Sout.h Africa, shook white morale and increased the aenee of

internat~onal isolation and unacceptability of apartheid policy

(Sanctions Report, 1989:13) . It took international sporting

isolation - - and its formal articulat~ion and institutionalisation

through the Gleneagles Agreement of 1977, and the Stop the

Seventies Tour campai.gn - for South African sportsmen and sports

admd.nf.atr-at.ozs to consider the deveLopment; of multi-racial sport.

It is at this point that we are able to witness the groundless

claims of sporting autonomy: The myth of sporting political

aut.onomy is contested by such specific and practi cal forms that

"demonstrate that sport could be used to cause political pain,

and that the recipients of sportLJ.g pressure "Jere affected"

(Allison, 1993:6) .

Thus the South African case poses interesting questions

about the role of sport as a catalyst for social and political

change. Specifically the qnestion is: to what extent was the

ideology of apartheid rendered untenable by the sporting boycott

of South Africa? Allison argues that the sporting boycott -_. and

sport itself -- played a direct pM.rt +n the alteration of the

apa: heid government I s official doctrine on race and sport

12



(Allison, 1993:3) .

~'1ealso need to understand the contribution of organised

resistance to apartheid sport _.. and its various actors -- in the

context of contemporary policy initiatives that aim to address

the legacies of sporting inequality. Sport has , at times,

contributed to unique popular nationalist and polit.ical struggles

(Jarvie, 1993;78). The South African Council on Sport {S,A.COS)

promoted the sports boycott with the slogan: "Nonormal sport in

an abnormal aocd et.y" (Sanctions Ret. ,:,1989: 61). SACOSand its

affiliates perpetuated the nationalist struggle of black South

Africans through the arena of sport.

A Socio-h:Lstorical Account ox South African Cricket

'rhe historical analysis of routh African cricket is

fundamental in understanding the emergent political economy of

contemporary cricket development programmes.

Cricket has been played by black people in regions

throughout South Africa, and the nature of the game has been

shaped by developments in South Africa's political history. The

deveLopment;of early t.went.Let.hcentury black cricket had followed

that of white cricket in many ways -- from the introduction of

the game lnto schools, the formation of clubs, leagues and inter-

provincial competitions, and the establishment of a national

controlling body (Odendaal,1988=211). But with the development

of form~l segregationl and the institutionalisation of apartheid,

a massive divergence was to emerge between the two codes of

cricket. White cricket became synonymous with IIestablishment II

cri.cket. Black crickett particularly in the Eastern Cape, was
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still played and had formal organisational administration. Yet

it was not recognised as an official code by the South African

sporting authorit:ies. The white cricketing establishment had an

uncomfortable relationship with black. cricketing organisations -

- acknowledging their existence, but being denied any form of

f'oz'maI cent ace between ti18 racially defined structures.

The history of South African cricket ilJ.ustrates the

contradictions between the ideologies of sport and segregation:

On the one hand (cricket1 epitomised fair play
and the ideals of the black elitej on the other
they entrenched white racial and class attitudes
and domination (Odendaal,1988:203)

South African cricket has been marked by these tensions

between the gameI s culture of nair play and apartheid doctrine.

It is the initiatives of cricket development programmes that aim

to redress these tensions. The purpose of this stUdy is thus an

examination of this "democratisation" of South African cricket.

T.iJ.e Reconstruction and Democratisation of South African.
.9port

Social differentiation is a paramount concern for

sociologists. Whenthat social differentiation is manifested in

sporting forms and practices, the democxatLsat.Lcn of sport

assumes a socio-cultural significance.

A fundamental question is whether the political economy of

cricket development is a true reflection of the "democz'atiLaat.Lon"

of sport that mirrors the l.>liderprocesses of democratisation in

South African society. Thus a further issue is one of what

development and democratisation of sport entails: notions of

social upliftment and social welfare are conunonplace in the
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rhetoric of sponsors and controlling bodies alike. Their use of

sport as a promoter cf community tLes, acculturation and

structural assimilation has a strong ideological appeal of being

able to unite disparate gro',lps through the "popu.Laz'LaatLon of the.

mobd.Lat.y myth, and the rationalised, articulate vision of saving

children through team spoz t s" (Reiss,1989:7). Are such social and

cultural trends that aim to address the institutionalised

Lnequa LLt.Les of society (Talamini & Page, 1973:25) €Nident in the

rhetoric of state, administrative and corporate actors in the

poli.tical economy of cricket development and their promotion of

ne cLonaL sporting codes? !VIoreimportantly 1 and of some concern

in sooch Africa given the historical dominance of the white

middle class in all social arenas, the democratisation of sport

often assumes the status of a

middle class levelling ... involving the cultural
dominance of middle class values/ attitudes and
sentiments (Talamini & Page,1973:25)

The South African case is unusual -- even unique since

sport became an "object of civil struggle in the name of social

justi.ce", involving not just sportsmen and women, but the entire

population (Archer & Bouillon, 1982:302) .

The extent to which "social justice" and the democratisation

of South African cricket is apparent in the development of a new

national cridceting code, arguably reflects the tension that

exists in the wider debates of reconstruction and transformation

in contemporary South Africa today. }:o"orit is the cultural

appropriation by different sections of the population -- and the

political manipulation of the cultural symbolism of the game

that has located South African cricket in the wider context of
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national reconst.ruction and "11Eltion-buildingl' debates.

The second broa.d theme t.ha t runs through most of the

Lftezat.u.re is ref Lect.ed in Ell is Cashmore's consideration of

sport as., a latently political issue and John Hargreaves's

ana.lysis of the political approp:r:iation of sporting culture for

ideological objectives. Cashmore's position allows for a

theoretical understanding of sport as an ideological theme in the

political arena (Cashmore,1990:159), while Hargreaves provides

an empirical analysis of the actual political and ideological

manipulation of sport, i.ts symbols and its culture.

The relationship between the state tlnd the cultural

reproduction of sport is the basis of Hargreaves I s argument. The

state may intervene in the cultural and ideological reproduction

of sport by repressive means, by patronising popular forms of

sport, or by incorporating sport into a social welfare provision

programme (Hargreaves, 1986(a) :243) . Anyanalysis of the political

economy of cricket development programmes must include the

"_ncreasing trend of South African political elites pat rond s inq

popular sports: As the "theatre of the great", sport and sporting

culture ~s open to state appropriation and incorporation into a

political ritual designed to promote social and political

integration (Hargl'eaves,1986 (a) :243) . Further, the public domain

of sport, the centrality of government agencies in cricket

development programmes, and the articulation of state programmed

intervention is arguably a reflect.ion of how sport may form part

of social welfare provision that transcends the "thsatre of the
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great ,:t reinforcing cricket I s ability to alter the "theatre of

the everydayli. Sport has generally fallen outside of the formal

processes of . 1socJ.a~ welfare decision making and resource

a.Ll.ocat.Lon , but is beginning to be recognised as a key ~..JBet in

the quest for wider socio-econom.ic gl.owth and development

(Allison, 1986:23) . The South African context of sport's

propinquity in the objectives of social transformation and

economic r€!structuring is an illustration of the political

viability of sport in the service of socio-economic growth and

development. Thus epozt; , as a major componentof popular culture,

with its roots in civil society, and its political significance,

is a fundamental arena in which the state intrudes

(Hargreaves, 1986 (a):243).

Sport, as a cultural process, is imp1icated .in the

systematic production and reproduction of systems of meaning.

Further, the cultural characteristics of sport reflect the more

inclusive culture of that larger society (Talamini & Page,

1973:35). Wehave already seen how the ideology of segregation

permeated sporting relations and sports cnl ture during the

apartheid era. In other words I sport is dependent on, and

imitative of, the social context (Allison,1986:12) .

Theoretically f this idea implies that sport is an adaptive

mechanism viz a viz social conditions, . ,SOCl.a_chanqe , and the

wider socia-economic environment. It can be argued that in the
social and political context of democratic transition, the face

of South African sport has cometo reflect these changes, as well

as play an integral role in the consol idation of democratic

transition.
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Andre Odendaal's work on the social integration of black
South Africans into white Va.cboz'Lan society provides an empirical
analysis of sport's dependency on the social context. His work
also provides an interesting parallel between the relationship
between sport and cutt.ure, and allows us to view the contemporary
objectives of sporting integrat ion and reconstruction as a
manifestation of sport I s adaptive mechanisms. He shows how
cricket and its r'2:latedsocial activities, during the late
nineteenth century in the Cape, provided a social training ground
for black participation in a new sociaty (Odendaal,1988:201).

Odendaal's work reflects the development of sport in South
Africa in the nineteenth century as a microcosm of the developing'
colonial society and soc i.e.I structures. He illustrates this
reflection by examiIl~ng the organisational structures that were
developed at the institutional level, the value systems that
became entrenched in sportf and the role of sport in African
class formation (Odendaal,1988:J.73). 'l'husan examination of the
social mechanisms operating in this nineteenth cent:ury
articulation of a sporting culture, may be contrasted with that
of the emergence of a "new" society in 1994.

A distinction may thus be made between a structuralist
argument and a culturalist one. By implying that the cultural
manifestations of cricket may be viewed as the products of the
socially shaped, lived experience of different subjects, we view
sports culture through a culturalist lens: as a practice which
relates interactively with economic and political processes
(Bennet et a1 1981: 10-12) . Such a cultural.i.stposition emp~~~l(3ises
the role of human agency, in the response of subj€ctZ{,lto the
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conditions of their social existence, "c!:eatively fashioning

experienced social relationships into diverse and structured

patterns of li.vingi thinking and feeling" (ibid). In ot.her •....ozde ,

the culturalist paradigm posits a vie\v of human agency as t.he

mediator between the conditions of cultural practice and its

eventual translation or outcome. The socially shaped lived

experience of those who play cricket inf.o:ems their cultural

appropriation of the symbolism of the game. The culture of

cricket becomes the obj eccd f i.cat i.on !-f that lived experience .

.In C'ontrast is the position of structuralism: the culture

and ideology of cricket would be posited as the structures whd ch

mould and condit ion the forms of humansyrr.bolic exchange {Bennett

et al,1981:11}. The s~ructuralist position highlights the

autonomy of cultural and ideological manifestations from

economic, social and political relationships. In other words, it

is the symbolic culture of cricket that determines the ;:liv~d

expez'Lence" of playing the game: the cultural '!ideology of the

ga.me, its norms, values and social associations are the

IIstructures II which determine or produce the experience of playing

cricket.

This distinction between culturalism and struct.uralism is

fundamental in t.ne consideration of the development of the game

of (!ricket. M~')reimr,'ortantly, weneed to consider the ideological

and cultural project which informs the initiatives and obj ectLves

of nat.Lorr-bu.lLdLng. Is the attempt to create a new national

cr Lcket.LnqLdenti +...y formed on the basis of creating a new culture

a.round the game, based on the diversity of cultural exchange

becweeri, and t.he different "lived experiences" I of previously
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segregated players? In other words will a rrl;w nationalist eric ,~t

culture emerge from the remnants of the social reality {
apartheid cricket? Or is the venture of cricket development I

merely the articulation of the ~d cultural forms of cricket

imposed on the newly cno.at.ed national identity?
Sport remains an integral part of the proc€:ss of culcur'al

and poli"l-icalassimilation and mobilisation (Odendaal,1988: 196) .
As odendaa 1 illustrates, sport -- an..:!. particularly cricket
served an explicitly political function for the black elite:

By enthusiastically playing/the most gentlemanly
and Victorian games, they int.ended to demonstrate
their ability to adopt and assimilate Euz'opeari
culture and behave like gentleman -- and by
extension to show their fitness to be accepted as
full citizens in Cape Society (Odendaal,1988:200)

Yet it was not just the game that qua"'''£iedth;'s aspiring
black pez.cy bourgeoisie to distance itself from the African
masses, the social activiti~s associated with cricket provided
the new black elite with a "social training ground for
participation in the new sod et:y" (odendaa'l,1988: 201) .

Fuztiher f Richard Cashman! s argument :~mplies that the
political function of cricket for an emerging black elite rests
in the cultural appropriation of the,game. He suggests that che
relationship between the pr.oselytiser and the subjects of
proselytisation is complex and often changes:

Those who do not hold power In the administration
of games can develop alternative va.l.ues which not;
only challenge the official morality of a game,
but can become part of a redefined hegemony
[~y emphasis] (Cashman, 1988:271}

The prose Lytt, '::Itionof cricket by the ~dte cri;,.!keting
establishment -- as evide!lced in its G...:velopmentinitiatives
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creates complex pzobf ems az-ound the issues the ma.nagement and

con' :':'01 of the game. Cashmanf 8 argument would appear to suggest

that t.he truE'>.tranl':1fOrtUlltion of South African cricket has to

emerge IIfrom beLow'". In other woa.dsI t.he obj ect.s of establishmem:.

cricket's pr'oaeLyt.Ls-at Lon - - black cricketers - - can help to

create a new discourse of developing South African cricket:

rather than aD owing for the imposition of 3; new cricketing

hegemony to be imposed from above I participants in cricket

development programmes should ac: ively seek to transform the game

form within.

Sport ~nd Nationalism

The role of the state and its policy initiatives in

overcoming .~legacy of the apartheid past understandably weigh!:.:

heavily on the articulation of a national sporting culture. Sport

failed to serve as a social integrating mechanism in the

apartheid era because of the political, ideological and spatial

forces promoting t;)f'naratism. Thus the cont.empor axy challenge for

both state and local sports administrative structures, in the

desire to foster a national sporting culture in the interests of

"nat.Lonvbuf Ldf.nq" I is to overcome these obstacles and constraints

of the past. The investigation of the rhet.or i,c of cxi.eke t

development is a means vlith which to consider the transition from

segregated to nationally representative sport. In this ~ense: it

is crucial to investigate sport's ar-ility to create politically

usable resources I and to cons i.de.r sport as an important. agent of

political aoc taLd.aat.Lon, It has been said that sport "is an

expression of Briti.sh vi.rtues, e metaphor for American



capitalism, and at, the forefront of a modernising nat i.onaLLemin

Africa n (Allison, 1986:13). We must question the scope of

contemporary cricket development. initiatives in the political

socialisation process of socio-economic reconstruction and

development. Whether govermrental intervent ion into the arena of

sport is e~ther a forrr. of legislative control, or C1 means for the

manipulation of sport for political purposes (Cashmoref 1990: 177)

should become clear in this vT(.,ject I S evaluation of the

contemporary political economy of cricket development.

Thus, as a fundamental aou.rce of power, the cut tural

appropriation of sport :by certain groups is able to reproduce

societal power relations (Hargreavesi 1986(b) :9) . '£he

appropriation of the cultural symbols of sport may be used to

promote the ideals of nationalism, sporting unity, and a national

[.::;portingculture (Hargreaves, 1986 (a) :253} . Whether such processes

are evident in the political economy of cricket development is

a f1mdamantal aim of this research proj ect . The contemporary

expression of a national spozt.Lnq culture, and the rise of sport

may provide new cultural and social expressions of nationalism

through choice or the Lnverit.Lon of nationally specific sports

(Hobsbawm& Ranger, 1983~300).

The complex relationship between apozt. and nationalism is

reflected ill the manner in which sport often contributes to

quests for identity. Ftrrt.hez, many of theae identities are

x'eflected in repres€:ntations of nationality (Jarvie, 1993: 61) .

Grant Jarvie I s concept of identity incorporates th'

"sub:iectivEl feelings and valuations" of a population whach

possesses common experiences and "many shared cul t.uxal
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characteristics" [my emphasis] (,-Tarvie,1993 :61). He argues that
the forms and contexts may change, but that the quest for
identity is as much a quest.ion about the present as it is about
the past (ibid).

Sport itself ...both contributes to and is
constit.utive of ...amorphous identities and
expressions of nationhood ... [but] it is almost
impossible to distinguish exactly what id~ntity
is being reflected and what expressions of
national consciousness are being symbolised or
lived out (Jarvie,1990:61)

The contradictions of sporting political autonomy and sports
development initiatives is J::'E;'flectedin the growing policy
formations regarding the implementation and funding of
developmental and nation-building objectives. rfhe increase in
statutory intervent.ion and controll casts sp:::>rtas an arena in
which public interests need to be regulated by the state
(Foster,1993:107). The regulat.ion of sport -- and in the South
African case, a nationalist sporting culture -- is instrumental

the achievement:.of policy objectives (ibid).
Mike Mar4usee is able to iliustrate the powerful influence

of cricket over the Bnglish national psyche ~ in a way that dr.aws
out the extent to which "vdcd.ous nat:ior!J.lismllhas perverted the
supposed Ldca ls of the game (Salaam, 1995: 103) . His discussion of
the patronage of the game by the social and political elite,
cricket's development as the first modern spectator sport, its
present status as a commercial commodity, and its position at the
core of British ident.ity, leads to an often scathing attack on
the hypocrisy, xenophobia and corruption of the ga.me.

A parallel may be drawn betrween sport and national identity
1.i.l African countries at the time of independence, and that of a
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develcping country such as South Africa "liberated" in a new

democracy. Sport and the participation in sport has been uBed as

a mechanism through which to promote national prestige, and may

be explained as a process whereby the

tht;;; social spirit of the population [is) ...
connected with [anl awareness of victory over the
colonizers and the striving to achievE:;rapidly
economic and cultural independence (Calhoun, 1987:160)

Donald Calhoun highlights the problems of balancing elite

fox'msof sport -- such as cricket, given its colonial and "wh Lt.e"

roots in South Africa with mass physical c.ult.u.r€":

(Calhoul1,1987:l57). He argtes that African independ~nce and tho

subsequent advent. of modernization and urbanisation, has t.ended

to produce a new specialised sport elite that becomes proficient

at the games of the former I.Ia.sters (Calhoun, 1987: 171). His

argument may be linked to the South African example - - while not

d newly independent state, certai.(lly one in the t!1roes of

establishing a new political and social democratic oz'der -- and

raises questions about the nature of sport and na'cion-building

in a new political order. Is it simply a question of black

cricketers becoming more proficient at the game of cricket, to

the extent that they form part of the initiative to create a

representative national cricket side? Alterp..ati vely, will the

11representativeness II of South African cricket become an organic

p:r.ocessl relying on the game itself and the internal dynamics of

the selection of better players - - whether be white or black

to promote the ideology of a "new nat.Lon"?

Grant Jarvie also points to the liberal historical view of

sport as one of the greatest symbols of i.ntegration for many

emergi.ng African nations. He argues that victorious athletes not
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only legitimised the nation within the international arena, they

also incarnated a positive image of the nation (Jarvie, 1993:70) .

The Hobabawmand Ranger theoretical debates concerning the

invention of nationalist traditions is crucial to the theoretical

framework of this project. For Hobsbawm,sport became a social

force of cohesion for the newly emergiIlIJVictorian middle class,

combining the iIlventioIl of politics and social traditions, and

providing a medium for national identification (Hcbsbawm &

Ranger, 1983}. Ranger elaborates the argument by asserting t.hat,

the rise of sport provided IInew expressions of nationalism

through the choice or invention of nationally specific sportsn

(Hobsbawm& Ranger,1983:300).

Jarvie contends that sport I s "privatisation of sociability"

creates sporting traditions that can be as divisive as they are

integrative, as oppoe.i.t.Lona.I as they are conservative

(Jarvie, 1993: 73-4). Hf' ''r'gues that the privatil3ation of spor-t; I

and t.he subsequent controlled and limited access to

participation, ensures the invention of amorphous identities in

diffel:ent ways for different groups of people (Jarvie,1993:74).

Such a position serves as a reminder of Benedi.ct Anderson's work,

who acknowledges that the quest for identity may rely on a

variety of sources -- romanticism, mythology, invented tradition

or real cultural arti facts. Yet fundamentally, he reminds us that

all forms of identity are selective, particular, time-bound and

expreaa i.ve (Anderson, 1991) . However, Anderson does assert that

sport provides a uni~uely effective medium for inculcat.ing

nat.ional feeli.ngs, as it provides a form of aymbo.lLc action

"which stat.es the case fo!: the; nation itselfll (Anderson, 1991) .
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The popular identification between athlete X,
team Y or community Z has led t.o the suggestion
that sporting struggles, and Lnt e'rnat.Lona'l
triumphs and losses, are primary expressions of
imagined communities. It is as if t.he imagined
community or nation becomes more real on the
terraces or the athletic track (Anderson, 1991)

Jarvie st.resses the dangers in over-emphasising the role of

sport in the making of nations. HoweverI he goes on to highlight

some of the more compelling arguments for drawing the link

between nation building and sporting activity. These inclu.de

sport's ability to consc:>lidate official nationalism, patriotism

or racism; the reinforcement of national consciousness and

cultural nationalism.; and. sport 1 s provision of a safety valve for

emotional nationalist energy. Further, he argues that sport has

scme inherent property that makes it a possible Lnstrument of

national unity and integration, particularly in emerging nations

(Jarvie, 1993: 78). The South African example arguably presents an

excellent case for the illustration of this position.

Central to the debates around nationalism is the aymbol Lc

significance of sporting heroes and role models. In the cultural

and social appropriation of sport, sports stars represent

"opportunity and the possibility of success ... encouraging the

development of ... skills and heightening aspiration$" (Talamini

& page,1973:21) < However, in the promotion of a new national

cricketing culture, the issues of representativeness emerge once

again _.- the available role models for aspirant c.ricketers f of

all races, are white. Black cricketlng role models have to be

imported from the West Indies, India and even England.

John Hargreaves argues against the negative notions of sport

providing "surrogate satisfactions for an alienated mass order"
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(Hargreaves,1986 (b) :72). Instead he points to the ability of

sport to provide a Dase for unity and solidarity -- sport" may
sar'}!, the interests of t.he status quo , Ifespecially in the belief

in the ultimate triumph of abilityn (ibid). The efforts of the

state and sports administrative bodies to articulate the ultimate

triumph of a new national sporting culture is potentially a

source of unity and solidarity.

Sport as a Bureaucracy
The organisational politics of development programmesraises

t.:.henotion of the bureaucratisation of sport. The extent to which

the bureaucratisation of sport is reflective of the

bureauczat I sat Lon of other social institutions provides an

indication of the myriad of political, economic and social forces

that shape and constrain the organisational frameworks of

society's institutions (Cashmore,1990:183). Both Cashmore and

Talamini agree on the changing face of sport's official

organisation -- they disagree on the source of those changes.

While Talamini points to the internal logic of organisation and

budgeting, Cashmore sees the sources of organisational

transformation lying outsi.de the formal sphere of sport, in the

gener.al spheres of the pol it 11......., -lnstitutions of the state and

the economy (Cashmore,1990:184). The analysis of ~.he political

economyof cricket development programmest and the understanding

of the institutional and organisational forms of sporting

administrative structures thus requires an analysis that

funding, resource

these development

considers both

allocati.on and

t.he internal operatives of

overall ozoand.eat.Lon of
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programmes which encourages their formalisation and
2:ationalisati{)U (Talamini & Page 11973: 33) I as well as the range

of ~Y'idersocial forces that have encouraged bureaucratisation in

E>porting social Lnet.Lt.ur.i ons .

Jean I>~arie Brohm argues that the Lnat i tut i.ona L, xul e-

governed and highly organised st.ruccui-e of modern sport

represents a fundamental constraint on the manifestation of

sport, sporting conduct and recreation (Brohm,1978:71) . However,

in response both Cashmore and Talamini point to the resilience

of sport in the fr.lce of increased officialdom and red tape. Just

as the wider social, political and economic fox'ces influence the

bureaucratisation of sport, those broader forces have also

contributed to the spontaneous and informal Ldent.LfLcat Lon with

cricketing codes, va~ :es and styles of play: in spite of

bureaucratisation, sport. is also strongly embedded in the popular

culture of play (Talamini & Page, 1973:34). In other words, South

African cricket still has an informal side, and this informality

is prevalent in the et.hoa of developing the game that extends

beyond any organisational boundari.es. But il: is how this

informality is reconciled with the bureaucratisation of cricket

development programmes that al :0\'18 this research proj ect to

speculate on the competing agendas of the various act.oaa involved

in the political economy of cricket development,

.crr , The ~y:.silless of Sport

AE:I sport increasingly becomes a marketable commodity, it is

necessary to review the business strategies of marketing and

sponsoring sport.
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The new profit motives of sport have led to the decline of

sport as a mere leisure past time. Sport is now viewed as an

economic activity, with sports bodf.ea controlling large economic

resources (Foster,1993~106). Therefore, sport and sporting

organisations need to be regulat.ed and become accountable.

Sport has become commercialised, produced, packaged and sold

like any other commodity on the market for mass consumption at

enormous profits (Cashmo:r.e,1990:7G). Caught in the web of

commercial interests and profit margins, sports development has

also become a commodity to be bought and sold.

In South Africa, the contemporary situation of spoxt s

sponsorship ls shaped by the legacy of the past the

inequitable distribution of public and private funding of

sporting activity directly affected the density of sport.s

facilities in black areas (Archer; & Bouillon, 1.932: 168). In

overcoming this legacy I the rapidly increasing "bus!iness II of

South African sports development is largely centred around the

social upliftment of black sport.

Patricia Bibb and Willy Ben.dix suggest that the: most valid
reason for entering into the arena of socd.e.I responsibility iSI

that Sout.h African society is in a critical state o:E flux. Thin

allows the corporate sector to assume role of manaqing'

contemporary changes (Bibb & Bendix,1991:S8,). In South Africa's

highly politicised society I politics cannot be dd.vo.rced from.

business and corporate social responsibilit}l act hrities. Thmi:

corporate soc ial respo:.,1sibility must be considered against t.he

backqzound of the cont.empor-azyaocd.o-pol Lt.Lca.l structures the

new democracy. Corporate social responsibility is lithE!exezcd.ae



of significant choices by business in the political economy of

South Afr~call (Bibb & Bendix, 1991:50) . By implication then, the

sponsorship decisions and initiatives of the corporate sector

carry political ramifications. Ftll~ther, soc i.af responsibility

programmes can only be considered. as an effort for socio-economic

and political change in the mediumt.ezm, They are not a long term

business strategy (ibid),

Bibb and Bendix conclude their argument by asserti.ng that

education, housing and the generation of economic activity are

the three lqey areas in which the corporate sector can assume a

socially responsible role. They argue that it is the increasing

politicisation of social welfare issues -- like housing and

education - - and the growing ':::':cio-economic polarisation of South

Africans, that req'lires the channelling of corporate funds into

the public sector. Thus, it is in the broader context of this new

"buzz-word" of corporate social responsibility -- of which sports

Spol1so:rship is a fashionable component -- that the political

economy of cricket development programmes and their link to

nation-building may be examined.

For Bibb and Bendix, the concepts of corporate social

responsibility are common'Lyconfused with the sponsorship of

sport. They contend that sponsorship may only be considered as

a social responsibiljr,y if that sponsorship is for the "common

good!! (Bibb & Bendix, J.991:56). Thus, the promotion of sport and

sports developmenl i1) the interests of creating a new national

identity f t.hrough the implir:::ation of their argument, constitutes

a broader corporate initiative. However, at stake is whether

corporate actors in fact consider -- and promote -- their role
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in the broader scheme of reconstruction and nation-building.
Corporate sponsorship may be defined as the support of a

sport, sports event or sports organisation by an outside body fo:.:,·
the mutual benefit of both Darties (Wilson,1988:157). Such a
definition raises interesting questions as to why certain
sect.L·~'1 of the corporate sector elected to promote and sponsor
the cricket development initiatives of the United Cricket Board
of sout.h Africa {UCBSA~ and its provincial affiliates. Neil
Wilson! s response to the motivations of corporate actors who
provide social investment or sports sponsorship draws a
distinction between philanthropism, and a concerted attempt to
ensure a return on an investment (Wilson,1988:157).

As Wilson points out, sponsorship has become the fourth
strong arm of marketing: "a critical cousin to the advertiaing,
sales promotion and public relations departments which form the
rr-arketingmix" (Wilson,1988:159). In other words companies are
beginning to realise that they can strengtnen their reputation,
enhance their community standing 1 reach the :i.::.' target audience,
support their marketing objective and even motivate employees
through the use of skilled and targeted spDnsorship. In other
words, sports sponsorship is no longer a philanthropic gesture.
Yet the debasing of corporate social responsibility can be
avoided by :reaffirming the distinctions between the social
responsibility budget, the advertising budget and sponsorships
(Bibb & Bendix, 1991:56) .

Sports sponsorship fulfils three basic objectives of
corporate social responsibility initiatives. Firstly t sponsorship
forms an extension of the main advertising campaign. Secondly,
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the initiative establi.shes co.tporate Ldent Lt.y , And thirdly, the

sponsoxehf.p consolidates name and brand awareness, ultimately

leading to increased sales (Wilson,1988:160)_

In what has been called the "onward march of commercialism"

(Allison, 1993:7) I the conflict between the commercial-

professional ethos of sport, and that of amateur-elite ideals;

has emerged in the growing ma.rket; of sport. A.rguably, the

advocates of the amat.euz=e.Ldt.e position would claim chat; the

sponsorship of development pzoqzammee"debases the nobility and

puzLtry" of the sport (Allison, 1993:7) • Yet in contrast I those who

support the increasing inroads made by busiuess into the world

of professional sport, would point to the consequences of better

playinSJ performances and improved sporting results.

Sl.umnary

The literature review has attempted to show how the

historical legacy of apartheid sport has widespread implications

for contemporary cricket organisation and development. The review

has also highlighted the need to aaaeas the organisationa.l

bureaucracy of cricket development programmes in the context of

the polit'~al and eGoIlornicconsiderations of the state, sports

adrni.nd at.r-at.Lve stru.ctures and the pr::'vate sector. Finally, the

degree to which cricket may be manipulated and dppropriated --

both culL [rally and ideologically - - is cent.cat to this project's

analysis of cricket development'::, political economy_

Each of these thematic considerations helps to point to an

undez-at.andd.nqof the dynamics of "netio.) building!!: a nat.Lonaf Lst;

venture which includes the cultural and social appropriation of
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.~.._ .:.--atand its symbolism, a re l i.ance on the crganisational and

bureaucz-at i.c structures of the state and cricket. I s administrative

bod i ea , and whf.ch ulthaately aims to redreSE) the segregated past

of apartheid sport.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLO~Y

Given. the nature and scope of the research conducted, and

(0:.:tent of the subj eet matter, it was necessary to adopt, an

eclectic met.hodol.oqdca1 ,~proach that embraced the many issues

at hand. The iuvestigatiun of sport as a social insti.tuti.on in

a j.:.:t:ansformE.~dSouth .A.frican aoc i.et.y 1 and the particular

conai.dexat Lon of the pol itical economy of cr-Lcke c development

·'1rogr.ammesrequired the use of a wide range of empirical and

investigatory tools in the completion the res~arch.

A qualitative approach
The pToject had a distinctly qualitative approach, with an

intentional focus on the personal per.ceptions, attitudes,

conceptual understandings and objectives of the research

participants. Such qualitative methods a.lLowed for in-depth

interv'iewing and documentary research to substantiate the wide

range of statistical ;information that is madepublicly available

by the actors involved in cricket development programmes.

Since t.he central research question is one that entaf.Ls the

subj ecti ve interpretation of :..ationalism, development and

sporting cultural identit.y I qualitative resE!arch methods assumed

pre-eminence with regard to the type of ,1.;,j:o:r:mationthat needed

to be collected.

Sampling
The Department of Sport and Recreat ion (DSR) and the

National Sports Council (N'SC) were targeted as the two primary
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poi.nt.e of access with which to consider firstly, the state's role

in the political economy of cricket development programmes, and

secondly the exami.nat Lon of their role in the redefinition of

natLoneI sporting codes. 'rherefore a specdfic and targeted aamp l.e
of the off:icials of these r.wo structures, who are act.LveIy
engaged in sport.s development policy initiatives, was designed.
The sample, and the subsequent interviews, were limited t.o those

officials whowere affiliated to the Gauteng department.s of these

state structures.

In understanding the position of the non-sstiat,e

administrative structures within r.he political economyof crick~t

de'Velopmenc programmes, the development officials and

administrators of both the United Cricket Board of South Africa

(UCBSA) and the Transvaal Cr~cket Board (TeB) were targeted as

key informants.

Uncovering the motives and objectives of social investment

in sport -- and cricket in particular -- required IIexpert n

interviews with the staff of the corporate social responsibility

departments of the major sponaoz-s of cricket deve Lopment;

prog:;~'a,Liines.Thus, a targeted aamp re was implemented to gain

access to the corporate social responsibility departments of

Nedcor f PG Bi~:.:on,Norwich T.Jife, Bakers, Coca-Cola (ABI) and

Willards (SA).
The aarnp l.e to interview cricket players whohad participated

in development init.iatives was of a more informal nature -- the

authorrg knowledge and support of local cricket clubs, and the

a.ssistance of cricket playing col.Leaquee I fac:l1iL:at·3d the

neqoc i.at.Lon of access through informal Lnt.roduct Lone.
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The sampling framework of this proj ect included twelve

interviews with the officials and personnel of the three key

actors: the state, non+government.aI administrators and the

corporate sector. Approx.imately seven i:;:~terviews of a less fO:t'mal

sample comprised the .:1.1.i.vPtJtigation amonqst; development cricket

players.

Gaining access
A.s envisaged at the start of this research proj ect I there

were no serious problems in gaining' access to the institutions

and administrational bodies around which the political economy

of development programmes is structured.

Negotiating access to the developmental officials of the

United Cricket Board of South Africa (UCBSA) and the Transvaal

Cricket Boaz'd (TeB) was easily achieved. A fiozrnaL and telephonic

approach to both cricket boards elicited a series of interviews

with the relevant pe'raonne l at the UCBSAand TeBI s respective

offices at the Wanderers Club in Johannesburg. The on'Ly

constraint to meeting with these cricketing officials was

suitable time, given their hect.i.c schedules with the sta:t;'t of t.he

1995/6 cricketing season.

1\. similar approach of formal and telephonic Lnrcoduct.Lon

ensured a meet.Lnq with a representat.ive of the Department of

Sport and Recreation in the department's offices in Braamfontein.

Further 1 by visii:::.ing their offices in Pretoria I was able to

obtain a copy of tbe Department1s Annual Report, as well as the

Department's Draft White Paper on Sport and Recreation ill South

Africa.



Each of the corporate sponsors was approached individually.

The corpor-at e social responsibi l.:ity representati\res of Norwich

llif€: and Bakers were contacted and interviewed telephonically I

since their location in Cape Townand Durban respectively did not

a l.Lowfor a direct means of access. Those corporate actors whose

aponaor-ah i.p and marketing departments were located in the Gauteng

region were contacted tele.t?honically to arrange for formal, c:.nd

individual, Lnt.exvf.ews .

Interviews
A single, formal questionnaire was draw}.").up, covering the

main themes of the proposed research. The questionnaire was

designed to cover the; variety of issues contained within the

development initiatives of the reconstruction of: South African

cricket, and its political economy. The qJestionnaire was

designed around a thematic categorisation of the issues I and was

composed I)f six parts:

Firstly f the issues of "develbpment" generated quaat.Lona

which concerned the objectives and aims of development, aa well

as the Ldnk bet.ween sponsorsh:i.p and development.

second ly I I attempted to make a themat:i.c connection between

cricket development t cricket sponsorship and nation building. For

example, participants were questioned about their personal

cricketing role models and their chosen preference for supporting

nat Lonal sider;:; in international competition.

Thirdlv, the questionnaire aimed eo highlight the

relationship of sport to the objectives of the Reconstruction and

Development. Plan (RDP). Further, the articulation of the
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relationship between sport and development in the Draft White

Paper on Sport and Recreation in South Africa was addressed.

In the fourth thematic cat.egorisation, I attempted to probe

both the personal and official positions on the issue of sporting

merit. I wanted to knowhow the tensions of selecting cricketers

011 the mari t of their pE:rformcmcewas viewed in opposition to,

or in tandem with, the issue of opportunity.

Fifth, the questionnaire attempted to reveal the

contemporary trends of cricket, particularly in relatii::rn to the

years of political repression, sporting segregation and

inequality, and sporting isolation. For example, I deliberately

posed the controversial question as to whether cri. cket

development programmes would have been established in the late

1980s.
Lastly, the notion of cricket as a "lived exper Lericev .

Questions were designed to reveal what cricket's cultural

symbolism, and the values and norms asaocf.at.ed with cricket,

meant t.o those who pl ayed the game.

The delibe:t:ate broadness of the queat Lonnad re allowed for

a flexible approach. This comprehensive questionnaire was adapted

to each inte:L'~·riE!Wsituation, with specific f'ocus on the issues

dd r'eot.Ly applicable to t:h~ respondent being interviewed. For

example, the r,,"~stions around the broad themes of devel opment;,

sporting reconstruction, and nation building formed the basis of

the interviews with the cricket ~oards and the Department of

Sport.
Many of the questions were leading or hypot.hetical in

nature, as I felt that this kind of questioning would produce
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more interesting insights from the research participa.nts. For

exampl e : all the respondents were reminded of - - and asked to

comment on - - the recent suggestion by the South African. RU9~'Y

Football Union (SARFU)to introduce racial quotas in their Craven

Neek compct.i tiona Such questioning nearly always prompted an

answer concerning cricket's position with regard to the

introduction of racial quotas and the issues of merit selection.

St.ructured and formal int.erviews were conducted with the

sample of cricket. developmental IIexperts II -- the administrators,

coaches I sports development consultants and co-ordinators - - who

in their official and professional capacities ,..,ithin cricket

administrative bodies were able 1:0 offer a particular reflection

on the present state of cricket development programmes, their

success in the past, and their role in the future.

Similarly, the interviews conducted with the representatives

of the state and corpo.rate sectors we.re also structured and

formal. The interviews wi th cricket players were not; of such c:.

formal nature - - usually because the interview WillS conducted

after a practise or a match. On one occasir.m, an interview was

conducted while the respondent was fielding at fine leg!

In all the meetings 'I.'lith the research participants, my

intentions to use a tape-recorder to record each inte:rview were

well founded. Fundamentally, the formal nature of the interviews

was best facilitated by jotting down shorthand notes, so that I

was able to listen to the comments of the respondents, as well

as contribute to the discussion myself 0 In easence , the formal

nature of the interviews did not create an artificial or st:l.lted

atmosphere -- rather, the discussions became quite lively! The
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majority of the research participants expressed surprise at the

calibre and extent of my cricketing and sporting knowledge, and

in manyways this generated a more favourable response from them,

particularly with regard to the establishment of further contact.

Documentary research.
Extensive and detailed documentary research was a major

component of the methodological framework of this project.

The Department of Sport's Draft White Paper -- "Getting the

Nation to Play" -~ v as analysed, with particular regard to those

sections highlighting the transformation of South African sport

through development initiatives. A similar content analysis was

carr ied out on the! Depa.rtmentI s Annual Report of 1994. 'l'he

exa.min.ation of these policy documents allowed for the analysis

of the state I s planned initiatives with regard to the development

of sport, the attempt to foster a national sporting culture, as

well as the proposer: funding of these initiatives.

The documentary research also included a contant analysis

of the mission statements, annual progress reports, and

promotional literature of the UCBSAand the TCB.

The TeBand its key corporate sponsor, Norwich Life, produce

a cricket development magazine entitled Isicamtho Maaents. This

provided a useful - - and often entertainirlg - - insight into the

promotional discourses of township cricket and cricket

development. Further, the official newsletter of the TCB, Cover

.Drive I allowed a content analysis of the TeEI s development

initiative in the wider arena of provincial cricket to be

conducted.
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Similarly, the corporace social responsibility reports of

the main sponsors of development programmeswere to form part of

this area of research. However, the investigation was limit~~d to

the ,promotional literature and press releases provided by these

companies for the purposes .of media coverage.

Documentary research was also conducted around the mass

media and the wide range of "popu Lar;" literary ff"""'~ "~s that are

currently available. The documentary assessment oit":.tleelectronic

and print media included theLt.: coverage and promotion of

redefined cricketing codes, the reorientation of a national

cricketing culture, and t:>e increased publicity afforded to

sporting development initiatives. Such content analysis provided

the flesh on the seemingly abstract skeleton of theory. Thus;

television .repo.rtis and programmes, newspapers, magazines and

advertisements were all exami.ned to their fullest extent. In

particular, the cricket magazines SA Cricketer and §A Cricket

Action were examined with regard to their coverage of llational

and provincial development schemes. Their coverage of the cricket

tours undertaken by the Soweto Cricket Club, and both the

national under-19 and under-24 sides, provided some insight into

the IIresults" of dcc;velcpmentinitiatives.

Further, the content ~..~lysis of the advertisements of the

corporate sponsors - - which highlight their financial investment

in cricket development programmes - - provided an interesting

inSight into motivations and objectives of the corporate sector.

Such documentary research also helped to determine the focus I and

line of questioning; cf the interviews with these respective

corporate actors.
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Observational studies
In understanding cricket as a game of lived experience, I

felt that observational methods would provide beth illustrative
and personalised examples of what the game entailed. It would not
be enough to understand the state of play in [3outh African
cricket. through the comments and insights of office-bound
administrators. While their in,..1;; was certainly invaluable, the
cult.ural symbolism of cricket, and the values and norms
associated with the game, are most noticeable in the everyday
environments of cricket practise, the meeting of teams on the
pitches of townshiD and suburban ovals alike, and the social
interaction of players during and after the game. '1'hediversion
of cricket, irr~spective of its current relation to the
objectives of nation building and development, is more than a
mere game of bat and ball. Within the game there exists a myriad
of socially -- and in South Africa, politically -- entrenched
values and associations. For the sociological purposes of
understanding sport as a social and cultural institution, these
lIexperiencesll are best observed.

Observation of coaching cli.nics was one method employed
duri.ng the course of this research. By observing the interaction
between school boys, coaches and teachers, I was able to gain
some insight into the internal dynamics of cricket f as a
representation of wider social relations.

Observational studies were also conduct-ed at organised
cricket games between development sides and local schools.
The observation of the interaction between black and white school
boy crickp.ters .- both on the field and off -- shed some light
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on the extent of racd a'l disparities on performance, team morale,

competitive sporting relations and social interaction. In essence

this helped t.o understand the debates around. racially

representative sporting structures, organisations and national

teams.

The observational ~f.Jearchmethods employed also extended

co the occasional attendance of club cricket games. In these

situat .Lons, the game and the codes of play, the interaction of

racially mixed teams, and the demographic compoad tLon of che

spectators were noted.

Problems and constraints
The relative ease of gaining access to the developmental

officials of the cricketing boards could not be emul.abed when

negotiating access to the key offici?\ls within the Department of

Sport and the UCBSA- - time constraints and pre-planned schedules

prevented meetings with the Minister of Sport .. Steve Tshwete, and

the Managing Director of the UCBSA.,Ali Bacher.

Although access to the National Sports Council was easily

achieved, I arrived at the NSC's Turffontein offices to discover

the appointment I had made with Qondisa Ngwenya, the NSCI S

Development Manage.r, had been cancelled without any explanation

or forewarning. Further, Ngwenya's schedule prior to the All-

Africa Games, the African Nations soccer tournament I and the

Englif:>h cricket tour, precluded any fUrther contact from being

made. As a result, I was forced to research the NSC's position

on sports development through press releases, promotional

brochures, and the second hand.knowledge of cricketing officials.
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The proposed observation of the planning and co-ordinat:l.ng

meetinsrs of local cricket. administrative structures (in the

attempt to understand the organisational dynamics and politics

which lie behind the vision of cricket unity and che goal of

nat.Lona.l reconstruction} was not achieved. Access to these

meeting::: was not formally denaed, yet was discouraged. Hor'levex,

some in.formation with re.gard to the cont ent; t structure and

objectives of these meetings was achieved through interviewing,

as well as the G;t.\.:::umentaryresearch process,

Ethical considerations
The nature of this study did not rai~le major ethical

problems. Howeverr the basic tener.s of conducting empirically

valid and reliable research were strictly adhered to. All

par.ticipation in the study was of a voluntary nature. All

interviewees I informants and re'3earch participants were informed

of the exact nature and scope of the study, its aims, and the

author's motivation f'oz: conducting the research. Further ( all the

research participants wez-e offered a copy of the research

findings once the project had been completed. The ".:~re requests

for anonymity -- or 'joff-the-recorau comments -- were respected,

and as such someof the information contained within this project

cannot be referenced or sourced. PartiC!ipants were also assured

that the f i.ndi.nqs of this stud} wot .. not be US\.;:d. in any other

capacity than that of the completion of a Master's degree.
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CHAPTER FOUR
"DEVELOPMENT IN SPOR'l'1l

Sports development offers the perfect IIlJcrocosm ''lith which

to consider the wider socia], politi~al and eco,,:mic debates (If

reconstruction and t ranafozmat.Lon . 'the met.apho'r of cricket

development allows us to go beyond the l::'<c:;,ndary,and into the

broader narrative "')f contemporary South Africa. The many, and

of terr compet.ariq I diDcourses of IIsports development" are an inroad

into the numerous .issues and debates t.hat; abound in a soe i.ecy

transforming itself. In the space of one arena -- the arena ot

sports development we are witness to affirmative action

debates, the prrau.l t; of int.ernational excellE:nc~ and the

endeavour for competitiveness. These discourses of sports

development need to be evaLuzta I, with reference to its

articulation by each of the three actors in the political economy

of cricket development. programmes. This section serves as an

introductory assessment of the state, cricket administration and

the private sector's objectives -- including the constra.ints and

vpportulf .:.ies in the azena of sports and cricket

"development!!. The first section outlines the statels discourse

of sport s development "ihieh incorporates the advancement of

sporting and recreational facilities within the wider social and

political objectives of transformation and "nation-building". The

second section highlights the official poei tLon of the United

Cricket Board of South Africa (UCBSA). Specifically I this section

details the UCBSA's objectives of cricket development and its

at.t empt; 1:.0 broaden the 9 ne of cricket to under-developed

communities. The last section of this chapter outlines the
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growing ma'rket.ab tLf t.y of deve Lopment; , It considers firstlYt the

growin~ trend of mark~ting !I cricket deve Lopment;I!, and the game

itself, i1\~ the interests of promoting 3. new national cXiaketing

cul ture. Secondly, this section highlights the commercialisation

of "sports deve l opment;", and the waya in which the dd.acouxae has

become a profitable commercial interer.Jt. It also considers the

d). scours€; of development in the advertising campaigns of cricket

development's major sponsors.

I.The Ste..te and I'Devel:.Qpment~

Sport, with its roots in civil society, and its political

significance, is a fundamental arena in which the state intrudes

(Hal-greaves, 1936(a) :243) .

The state's ro'~ in cricket development through the

Department of Sport and Recreation (DSR), the National Sports

Council (NSC), and the Reconstruction and Development f>::!.an.'s

CRDP) commitment to tho deveLopnent; of sporting and recreational

facilities and oppo'rtnnities points to the necessity of analysing

an otherwise neglected area of policy making and st<:li..r::.

expenditure.

The RDPstates that sport and ~ecreation ,hould cut aC~OBS

all development programmes, and is an integral part of developing

a healthier society. Further, the RDPcalls for the mobilising

of resources in both t.ne pub'li,c and private sectors to redreb~

.i.nequalities in the sporting arena. In other words, the new

democratic government aims to work \Ali th the NBC in developing and

implementing a sports polir:!Y that undertakes the co-ordination

of the development. Lmt i.at Ives of all South African sport
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(.Al'IC, 1994: 72-3) .

'.L'heDepartment of Sport and Rec:;.~eation

The D:raft White Paper enlists the Depart.ment; of Sport with

a responsibility to deliver sport and ri?creati'::m to the people

of sout.h Africa, and in a wa~1that is deliberately bi.ased in

favour of the under·-privileged.

'l'he ~Jhite Paper as a policy document is vague, filled with

ideological and wordy rhetoric, and places little emphasis all the

proposed funding of a 1<"'iVI? Year Plan. The document argues that

sporl: is central to the achievement of all the aspirations,

policies and principles that underpin the obj ecti ves of the

Government of NatiC'nal Unity. 'I'he DSR positions itself and South

a unified force, ready to discharge its
responsibility as a unifier, healer of wcurvls ,
creator of 'Hork opportunities, hooi::lter of national
image, promoter of national healthf consolidator
of international ties, restorer of the culture of
learning and teaching, redeemer of the so-called
marginalised youth (DSR White Paper,1995:2)

The Department o . sport; and Recreation aims to encourage an

under.standing that ,..lport is a crit Lcal element in the value

f:.lystemof any society. Speaking in Parliamf,mt, Minister of spor

Ste"l?e Tshwete justified his 1994 Budget for t.he department:

Whet,her you are talking about reconciliation
-md nation bu: :ling ... r eat.orat Lon of the cu.ltu:r:e
of learning ... job creation or the establishment
of international relat 1.on13 there is absolutely
no way you can, ..diminish the centra.l:i.ty of
sport in addzessLnq these matters

Sport remains unsurpassed as Q. bridgehead t.hat;
transcends racial, ethnic, linguistic, cultural
and gender bour;.d5.ries, precisely becau8e of the
simplicit:y of language with whd.chit cackl.ea i:ll1
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th~se problems (The Star, 30 Novenmer 1994)

Significantly, the DSR also positions itself centra.lly in

f-1.e f)roject of "n.ation-building". The White Paper reflects this

conscious positioning r)y stating t.hat the re-establishment of the

DSR - - separate f:'::'omt.he Education Ministry -" is a formal

acknowledgement by the r-J0vernment of sport i s role in nation

building (DSRWhite Paper, 1995:8).

The Department of Sport and Rec:ceation undertook 67~

development px:oj ects Lnvo" ',ring 44 000 people in 1994 (DSRAnnual

Repor;. 1994). The projects, undertaken by its ten regional

offices at a cost of R635 000, "aimed at mass participation and

helping to develop young talentll (Jhe Star, 16 June 1995).
The Departmer..t of Sport aims co specifically xedxeas the

racial Lnequa'l LuLea Lnhe.renc in the selection of South African

national sides. Minist.er of Sport, Steve Tshwete hac been quoted

as saying that. he is "finished with [ha.ving] to stick my neck

out." by defending the racial composition of South African sports

t.eams . He sounded. a vlarning to Parliament I s select committee on

apor t, and ref, eat.Lon that

Something needs to be done bC2dides development
programmes. somet.Lmea there is a reluctance among
certain codes ... to t.ake the code co everybody in
the count.ry {The Sta_:£, 14 September J.994~

He added that the government would provide the funding for

the advancement of development prog.t:'ammes,but would also "demand

their P(.)U.i.l'1. of flesh". r.Cshwei.:econfirrned t.he Depar t.ment;I s view

that t.he solution to the problems of racial composition in sports

teams could only be found in "t.he expedf.t.Lous programme of

~jrassrootr; development 11 (;'11§ St.£'X, 14 Septeml1er 1994).
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The DSR considers sport central 'Co the development of

interpersonal relation:~ and ultimately nation building. Tshwete

has pointed to cricket -- its management and development schemes

as an example fo!' other South Ai:ri{.!an sporting codes to

.follow:

Our cricket administrators had t.he vJ.sJ.on tc-
take. sport to the people in the township where
virtuaTly no opportunities to the play the game
existed. They initiated development programmes
in communities which ",ere not familiar with cricket.
They launched programmes to promote cricket by
involving top players who were household names on
the international cricket scene. fl'hey harnessed the
media to prOID()Cethe cause of cricket and to
establish credibility where it was lacking
(SA cricketer, January 1995)

It would appear that the DSRis concent, with its provision

of administrative co-ordination of sport.s development - - allowing

individual sporting codes like cricket \:0 flesh out the

"b.LuepzLnt;" of national sports accreditation at the grassroots

level.

National Sports CounciJ (NBC)
The N~ Lonal, Sports Council (NBC) is a statutory body.

Under the 9uidance of the DSRit has formulated a national sports

pc:}.icy and has drawn up a f:r.·ameworkfor the development of sport.

According to the offi.cial accreditation of the NSC, the

organisation positions itself between civil society and che state

in the aim of making sport accessible to all South Africans" The

NBC claims to assume an int..:era.ctive role with all aect.oxe of

society, from sports federations to community organisations, the

busi.ne~8 sector and the Government.

'l'he variety of reading material and promotional information
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provided by the National Sports Council st rasaes tl'.e role of

sport as a "direct contributor" to the Reoorrat.xuot.Lon and

Developrnent Plan {RDPj . In an advertising pul.Lvout feature in The

St~ and Sowetan newspapez-s , NBC President Mluleki George

highlighted three ways in which sport maycontribute to the goals

arid objectives of national ::::-econstructiol1 and transformation.

Fi:cst.ly, spurt can contribute to the RDPwith Lt.s nation

building characteristics. George argues that sport is a vehicle

for communication and mutual respect I and as a result is a great

reconciler: II

Whenpeople play together,their preconceived
perceptions tend to disappear and they begin to
see each other as South Africans (The Sta:t::, 30
November 1995)

Sec.:::mdly, sport may contribute to national transformation

by enhancing South Africa's status in the international arena.

'I'he NSCargues that by implication, an increase in international

status assists t.he tourism industry and subsequently I

international Lnvesument."

George posits employment creation as the third contribution

of sport to national reconstruction and deveLopmerzt , He argues

that sPQrt is an unconscious creator of e~ploYffient.

The NSCI S mission statement recognises the dual role of

junior sport in providing firstly,. a foundation for adult sport

and secondly I ccnt.r-Lbut.Lnq towards personal development. Their

programme of sports development - - Protea Sport - - is a f:t'amework

for developing sport in South Africa, and emphasises the need for

lifelong interaction with sport.
Qondisa Ngwenya.. NSC DeveLopment; Manager, argues that

sports development has t.wo s idea to it:
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Firstly we want to develop a strong spore
culture and healthy nation. However, we al.so
need to develop Ollr elite teamH to produce good
role models who will in turn encourage people to
play sport. The one feeds off the other
(NSCsupplement, 'rhe Star, 30 November 1994)

'.chis view substantiates the NSC's of f LcLaL policy of

"Duality in Development"; that is, an interact:ive relationship

between grassroots and elite athletic development. On one hand,

by promoting sport at a grassroots level an i:..1.CrE;.Clse in the pool

of participants is encouraged. But all the other hand, there must

be a conscious effort to develop and prepare the country's elite

sportsmen and womento compete successfully at an international

level. For it is these sportsmer.. and womenwho act as role

models, encouraging further participation at the grassroots

level.

Despite the NSC's articulate policy, Ngwenya acknowl.edqes

that the cat ch comes when trying to se IL' development to

sponsors:

Dev6.lopment ~.s; ha1:'dto sell to business as it
had long term results, as opposed to elite sport
l'{hich has a high profile and immediate returns
(NSCsupplement, The Star 30 November 1994)

Protea Sport, according to Ngwenya, aims to make sport

available to all. It: also aims to ensure that young peopl e

receive competent coaching and var.ied sports 0pportunities that

provide enj oytuent; and enhance the development of skill and

confidence (The Star, Nov 30 1995).

Specifically, there are five funda.mental obj ect Lvea of the

NBCIS Protea Sport yrogramme. The first is to introduce the South

African youth to basic, vari~d and quality sports activities.

Secondly, the NSCaims to introduce a variety of sustainable and
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quality sports programmes. The third obJective of P:r.otea Sport

is t.o ensure the optimum use of resources, for the provision of

the first two objectives. Protea Sport also ai;ns to promote

quality coaching, so that. a clear sports leadership in

disadvantaged communicies is developed. The fifth and last

obj ectiLve is to enhance co-operation between sports associati.ons,

clubs, education i!l$l-itutions and the NBC.This particular goal

will be achieved through a partnership between education

departments, sports codes and local authorities. The NSCaims to

act as a facilitator in this partnership fornm.

The primary target group of Protea Sport are children

bet-~een the ages of seven and fifteen, and the development

initiative has a definite bias towards deprived and under-

developed communities.

The NSCis also a founding member of The Sports Trust --

which as a joa.nt; initiative of the private sector, the Department

of Sport and Rec:r.eation, the NSC, and the Na.tional Olympic

Committee of South Africa (NOCSA)will grant over R'l million to

sports deveJ.cpment projects in South Africa. Initially t.he :fi:ulJ.dq

will be used to capitalise the trust, and thereaftet:', will be

used to fund development projects. The Sports Trust is managed

by a boar.d of tru~tees, of which the United Cricket Board is a

membelr.

The primary objective of the trust is to advance sport

aoros s all disciplines and at all levels. It. aims to address

present sporting intbalances in disadvantaged communitiesc while

e imu'l t.aneous l.y enhancing sport in those areas which have

e!3t.ablished facilities. The Sports Trust was praised by Steve
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Tshwete lias the Plost extensive joint effort by the p:civate and

public sector, to establish a be::!:; that will facilitate

comprehensive sports development" {J'he m:ar 30 November 1995;.

Thus it it.:! clear that government Lnt.e rve-rt Lon into spor-e is

both a form of legislative control, and a means for the

manipulation of sport. for political 1. rses . But a tension

exist.s hetween the stated goals of the DSR's sports development

programme, and its actual implement~tion at a grassroots level.

This tension exists in t.he discourse of promoting sport for the

idealist goals of creating a healthy nation, and that of the

discourse which reflects the need to prorr . 'porting excellence

in international competition. It is clear tnat; the efforts of f;he

DSR and the NSCare directed at the latter goal. That is, the

promotion of elite sporting activity, and the support of

Lnt ezmat.Lona'l Ly competitive SOlltil African athletes and sports

teams will have positive ramifica*.::ions for the former goal. The

tension between these two dd acour-aee becomes obvious when a

content analysis of the D8R dnd NBCI s policy documents yields no

clear link between the two. In other words, the policy framework

of cr:eat::ing a healthy nation, where sport is accessible to all

South Africans appears to be fancy rhetoric. The true aims of the

DSR and the NSC are in the promotion of sporting excellence at

the pinnacle of the ;sporting pyramid in sout.h Af:r:'ica. As a

result, it can be argued that" : :~:. -'. ,.~~':-pment"o.f. South African

sporting codes rests on a handf'u'l of se.lect; at.hllptes and sports

teams. 'rhus SpOl:'L:lias been marri.pu'Lat.ed Dr ~'I. very specifi.c

political purpose: 011ethat uses sport for the legitimising of

the "new" South African nation, and not one that promotes
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"riat.Lorr-Irud Ldi.nq" through sport. Instead, the rhetoric of sports

development is being used to promote the ideals and aspirations

of South Africa's sporting elite.

II. Cricket and "Development"
Anybody who want2. to play the game, may do so
with equal opportunity
(UCBSAConstitutional Pledge)

The discourse of development as it is articulated by the

national and provincial cricketing bodies may be considered

through the analysis of the UCBSA'sdevelopment initiatives.

'TheUCBSAI S Development Programme is run from a centralised

Development ni recuoraue at the UCBSAheadquarters under the

directorship of Khaya Majola. Majola reports to the UCBSA

E~pcutive through the managing director, Ali Bacher. The

Development Directorate works together with Score Furnishers

Cricket Coaching Academy, under the directorship of Hoosain Ayob.

The Development Direr;tora.te md the Coaching Academy are

responsible f ..vr co-ordinating all aspects of the. national

development progr~:nme. This includeH primary and advanced

coaching courses, administration courses, equipment, transport,

facilities, compet.rt.LonaI education bursaries, international

youth tours and media liaison.Majola highlighted the three

biggest challenges for cricket deve.Lopment..Firstly I he said that

t.he.re was a definite need to broaden cricket I s base tl.?i:.'ough

development. The second, and for him the most urgent, challenge

invol VE'!d the ~~edressing the .irr.balances of the past. And thirdly,

there is a need to help development players bridge the consequent;

gaps through intensive coaching and affirmative action.
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The UCBSA's Development Directorate has 11 regional offices,

all of which are required to follow UCBSApolicy. The UCBSA

dispenses a stril:;!t code of conduct with regard to the development

initiatives of the national body being administered amongst the

smaller provincial development schemes. Ali Bacher, Manag.ing

Director of the UC:..SA, is on record for saying that cricket

admir~istrators had five year's grace for their development

programmes to show "tangible fruit, if the:y wanted cricket. to

survive in the next century" (1'he Star, 30 septeu-.ber :1.994).

The UCBSAhas also made inroads into the arena of coaching,

stressing that without proper coaching and training, the nursery

of young cricketers is severely limited. The UCBSAset.s aside R90

000 of it s annual deveLopmenc budget for the purposes of

coaches' training and improving coaching standards.

HoweverI the:r:e was wide consensus amongst players, coaches

and admin.ist:cators that the role of coaching in South Africa~l

cricket had assumed "bus driver" status. "Bua driving" means that

coaches are merely the transport co-crrdf.nat.ors , getting t.eams to

and from fixtures -- their lack of comprehensIve cricket coaching

skills inhibits true teaching of new skills and techniques.

eli ve Rice, speaking at the Cricket Society of South Africa I

expressed concern about the level of coaching in all sectors of

..he cricket establishment. He said that Lnadequat.e coaching was

most noticeable in government schools -- private boys schools and

the development programmes, whilst still suffering fr':JTI1poor

coaching methods, undoubtedly had the best levels of coaching.

Private boys schools have the additional benefits of being able

to provide better coaching and facilities because of the
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resources available to them. He added that the development

programmes obviously benefited f.rom the visits of t.ouza.nq

international sides, as well as the promotional visits by key

South African national squad players.

Rice also expressed concern about the "culture" of the game,

being taught at schoolboy level. The mindset of "just hit",

severely hampered the ability of players to understand the game

holistically, strategies of attacking and defensive cricket, and

the wider cultural symbolism of the game. Furthermore, most

school boys both black and white -- had little knowledge of

the history of the game.

The UCBSA,is Development Programme of fers a 1;,.'1 de range of

bursaries fer those youngsters and coar.hes that show commitll1cTJ.t

to the game. For example, t.he Score Furnishers Cricket Coaching

Academy {SFCCAjoffers 25 higher education bursaries of R2 500

per yea:r: totalling R62 500 to teachers who are in

possession of SFCCA coach.i.nq certificates. The Samancor

Founda.tiun sponsors 30 under privileged children a year: their

sponsorship allows these boys to attend the best traditional

cricket aohool.s in the country I and recei ve the best academic

education. Sir Garfield Sobers's visit to South Africa generated

four cricket buraar'Lea - - donated by private benefactors at

a fund-raising breakfe.>t. Each bursary totalled R30 000, to be

SPi. ':..;ad over three years. A more detailed aaaeean.ent; of the

significance of czLcket bursary schemes is out Li.ned ;,n t.he

following chapter.

As the umbrella organisation, which dictates the path of

development programmes and init.iatives to its provincial
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affiliates, the UCBSA presents its own particular rhetoric of
development. IIDeve Iopm-rrt •• has been integrated with the future
of South Af!:ican crLcket , the promot ion of cricketing excellence,
and the vi.sLon of ascendancy in international cricket
competition.

The UCBSA Development Project has four aims. The first is
to broaden the ga ne of cricket among all South African
communities. The second is to use cr cket as a provider for new
opportunities for the underprivileged youth. Thirdly, the UCBSA
aims to provide lIequal opportun:....".;.~sfor all those who want to
progress in cricket II by redressili.;;;:the imbalances in coaching,
facilities and equipment. Lastly, the Development Programme aims
to make South Africa the "world' stop cricketing nat.Lon" (UCBSA
official handbook). Further, Conrad Hunte, the director of
coaching at the UCBSA, expresses his vision of IIdevelopment II in
South l:l,.fricancricket:

the development of pla.yers of colour must go
hand in hand with the development of cricketers
of excellence

Thus the development of South African cricket is part of the
proj ect to ensure south Africa becomes a dominant force in
international cricket. This is ultimately the first goal of the
UCBSA, and was reiterated by all the cricketing officials whom
I interviewed. The development programme is not only considered
a means in itself, but also a specific means to a very specific
end. It is therefore inter~~ti!lg that the goal of international
cricketing supremacy is listed as the fourth and last objective
of the UCBSA' s Development Programme. It 'I'louldsuggest that wh.Lle
the goals of developing the game and bro;:;vlen:i)ngthe base of
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cricket players in South .hfrica are or paramount importance to

the UCBSA, the underlying objective of international

competitiveness dominates the discourse of cricket development.

It also suggest.s that t.he sense of urgency - - apparent in all the

Lnt ezvLews conduct ed, medi.a opinion and pxomotLcna.l literature -

- in gaining international supremacyI assumes a !>r greater role

in the "deve l.opment," of South African cricket.: , rather tban the

development of South African I;. d{~ket . 'ro clarify this

tautological reasoning, I am s~sgest iLJ th. t the provision of

equal opportllnities to all aspirant cricketers, and the

broadening of the base of cricket - - while forming a f"mc.1s.m.ental

part of the UCBSA's vision for the ft'ture of South t...frican

cricket remain secondary goals to the achievement of

international cricketing competitiveness. For the irony rests in

t.~_e contempora.ry sit.uation: no matter howmuch ltrlevelopmentn is

~mplemented at a grassroots level, South Africa's equivalent of

Brian Lara will not suddenly emerge in the next six months.

Instead the international ccmpetitiveness of the South African
,

national squad will rest on the shoulders of estab:;' ..._ned,

competent and experienced crick,eters. The reality of the

situation is this: the experience required to compete

successfully at a fist-class Leve.; is amongst S01.11:hAfrica I s

white cricketing estdblishment.

:his situation of an 'ttrgent desire to creZl.te a top

cricketing nat Lon - with an :::.spiring victory in next year's

World Cup - - fundamentally informs the direction of cricket

development in South Africa. If the UCBSAoutlined its goal of

creat.ing a top crid~eting nation, and clarified that goal within
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a time frame, the tension between deva.Iopi.nq the gamE';':for

international dominance, a.nd that of deveJ.oping the garne in the

true spi!:it of reconst:cuction and transformation wouLd be less

obvious -- and less of an irony.

Of course the constitutional pledge of the UCB8h,as quoted

at the beginning of this sec'ion, high.lights the biggest irony

of all. The game of cricket was taken Py t.he UCBSAto the

townships: there is no myth of organic emer'rgencewhich needs to

be disput.ed here. HoweverI cricket as a game played by South

Ai"rica I s black youth would not have drawn the numbers it

generat(::s today if the UCB8Ahad not implemented its development

programmes. A handf'u.l of hlack youths may have aspired co play

the game, ever, prad~ised in the street.s, But their IInatural !I

progression into t.!:A~ game wouLd ha ~'f,~ been grounded in the:i.J::'

introduction to cricket by their: fathers. and grandfathers. Thus
\\

the natu~al prcgression of cricket as is constantly emphasised

hy the UeBS],., must btl considered a.l. clgside the deliberate and

conscious effort of the UCBSAto introduce the game to black

youths - - in essence, an artificial credtion of a cricket culture

has produced a myth ,')f that culture having always existed. I am

not suggesting that "i cricket culture has never existed amongst

cbrtaJ.n bla.ck communities in South Africa. Rather, I am

suggesting that the cult of development has produced a mass-basect

cricket culture, and has tended to mytholcr,~ise chat; cricket

culture, allo\';ing the white cricketing establishment to bel Leve

it alw.:ys existed, and it is though their ,::;fforts that is has

b-sen bxlt:>utlhtto the surface once again. !;,'u.::.-therI the goal of

creatirt_; .a top cric;keting nation has mobilise(1 itself around this



myth or ('..lIt of developing the South Africali. cricket culture.

In n~ality that cricket culture means different things to

diffe:!.~ent people -- the game as a 11lived experience" has not

generated a neatly pack.aged symbol of South African cricket.

Instead the cultural an-I social expression of cricket informs the

nature of the game. It is not the ethel.' way around. The game

as it has been "developed", Rl;;:>.rketeaand pushed b", the UCBSA

has not informed or created a national cricketing culture.

III. Marketing. nDe'ZE~.:!,_Qr:r,el1t-'~.

This sect.ion is divided into four parts. The first considers

the marketing drive of the cricket!s administrative bedies, in

t.hei.z' efforts to promote national cricket, a new national

crir;keting culture, as well <:1.0 the initiatives of development.

The second highlights the use of sponsorship of deveLopment;

J?rogrammes as a corporate marketing and advertising tool. The

third section considers the way in which the df.scour-se of IIsports

development" has become a profitable and commercially viable

market, and uses the 3rcwing trend in sports development

education as an example. 'The last section is a consideration of

the televisior. coverage afforded to international, nationaJ. and

provincial cricket. There is a distinct need to conaidex the

audience that such television coverage reaches, ~2orit points to

the disr::repancies of the discourses of "cricket for a new

nation" .

The UCBSA campaign
In September of 1995 the ':JCE5Aannounced a marketing drlve
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to enhance the national appeal of cricket. An advertising trud9'.:~t~

of R2,25 million. has been created, and the agency Hunt ll~.$cc.r'::,s

:'.af' been retained as t.he official marketing consultant of ~;l:e

UCBSA. The aim is to t ranefiorm the game into a "product" -- to

promote the sport and the national team, and to project the

future of South African cricket. A:.i Bacher hopes that the

project will make cricket the premier nat.a.ona I sport in South

Africa:

WhenMichael Slater reached a century on his
Test. debut, he kissed the Austral.i ,,::7.1. emblem on
his cap and only then did he wave to the crowd.
That1s the passion I want in our cricket
(Bayley,p_~:Nove~IDer 1995)

The project is the first major campaign !)y a sporting code

in South Africa, and is to .remain separate from the sponsor-

:.Linl'i:':'.:h\cf~mpaigns for individual events Qr series. Television

C<:'JV·,::::t:dge of the promotion app:topriates in15 million of that

budget, with radio and print pre-motions costing R250 000 each.

The UCBSAinsists that a percentage of the revenue accrued by

this marketing campaign the sal of "of f Lc iaL supplier"

products, and increased gate takings will be allocated to the

Board's development programme.

Paul Banni.at.ez , group maz-ket.Lnq director of Hunt Lascaris

wants to create a "productll that will make:every South African

child want. to play cricket (Sun.day 'l;:imes, :~September lS95). He

points out that the UCBSA1sgoal of a million spectators at the

1995/6 English series is a tangible and short t~rm goal, as well

as "a I'lOlistic dream of what cricket can become" (Bayley, South

African Cricket Action:Novembe:r J.995). He cites the examples of

other South African sports:
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Many'Other sports come with baggage. Soccer,
for eJl.amplecomes with its black, working class
image, rugby with its white label. Cricket seems
to have escaped that. Its better positioned .--
and there's the [marketing] gap
(Bayley,BACA:November1995)

The "marketing gapil is envLaaqed as an initiative to enhance

and support the effo:r.ts of cricket I s major sponsors. Bacher hopes

t.hat, t.he ultimate objective of positioning cricket as the sport

which brings all sout h Africans together is achieved

(Bayley,SACA.:November1995) .

However, the ir()ny appears to have escaped the advertising

executives of Hunt Lascaris. Cricket has not escaped the

labelling which categorises other South African sports. Further I

it is precisely because cricket doea slot into a pez t.Lcu La'r

social and political niche that gives the game the contemporary

marketability that Hunt Lascaris and the UCBSAclaim they will

build a campaign on.

The marketing jargon of "positioning" cricket is even

laughable. Where is cricket going to position itself? On an

adj acent billboard that advertises Sunlight soap on a dusty

township street!' The key issue here is that cricket already

assumes a certain position in South African society, and any

'TIarketing carupa i.qn which aims to extend cricket to all South

Africans ':lill merely perpetuate the aocf.o=economf.cposition of

cricket. Cricket does come with a set of bag'gage -- albeit its

own and peculiar set of baggage. And by claiming tha.t cricket is

better positioned than other South Afri(~an sports because it has

managed to escape the labelling of class and racial attributes,

rei te:r;':ates the elitist pos i t.Lrc, of cricket as a bastion of white

i~nd FddcUe class values.
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Significantly, the focus of the campaign is the promotion

of Tests and provincial tour matches -- and not the popular one-

day game. The rationale for this focus is one that hopes to

reintroduce the South African cricket watching public to the

IItraditional II four or five day ga.me. Yet the exposure of the

"traditional garnet! to the black youth of South Africa is

problematic. lITraditional" to whom?"Traditional" in what sense?

Certainly, the format and c':)ntent of a Live day test match is

traditional in the notion that cricket has always been played

like that. Perhaps the word .,raditional should be replaced with

the woi.d "historical". But the traditions of white flannels,

lunch in the club house, the notions of fair play and gentlemanly

conduct remain entr hed in the "new" South African cricket

culture.

By not focusing the marketing campaign on the colourful day-

night games or one day internationals I the UCBSAis manipulating

and steeriIl:g the new South African cricket culture into a

particu1ar domad.n,Arguably, there is a worlc;-wide tren1 for the

promotion of the faster and more entertaining one d;:;tygame.

Consequently the four and five day games, given the lengthy

nature of thH game that does not always declare a winner, have

lost their popular appeal an'~ spectator support. However, the

UCBSAappear-s to be decermined to re-introduce the culture of the

test ',~atch to South Af:dcan cricket.
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Spon!:Jorshipas a Marketing obj ecti ve

The print advertisements of the major sponsora of cricket
development programmes makes for an interesting analysis of the

objectives behind the sponsorship of cricket development.
Permanent Bank -- the sponsors of the under-13 Perm Laz~r

Cricket. Week -- dra'WE:la clear link between the achievements of
S(,l'th Afric:aI S current top international players/ their
sponsorship of South African cricket development I and the
benefits of banking with their institution.

Perm I S print advertisement illustrates the use of Perm IS

Baving facilities by Allan Donald, Hansie cronye , Bri.anMcMi1lan
and Fanie De Villiers in their high school days. The
adve:r.tisement stresses their common choice of banking
institution, claiming it was mirrored by a shared talent for
cricitt::,:t.The copy of the advertisement states:

Through our 23 year old sponsorship of cricket,
we wexe pleased to be in a position to 'highlight
that potential. To nurtur~ and grow yesterday'S
green young sportsmen to the green and gold
gladiators of the pitch you see before you today

The link between banking and cricket is made with the
paragraph that says;

At Permanent Bank, we believe talent is a lot
l:i.kemoney. You can't leave it and hope that it I 11
grow by itself. But if you spend enough time
nurturing it, the rewards are lik~ those of the
people on the scoreboard above. [the advertisement
has a p iatiuxe of an electronic scoreboard wi th the
batting figures of the South African national side]
All of whom grew through one of our developmel1t
programmes

The copy concludes with a cricket analogy:
Because, if there'S one thing we like seeing
more than promising youngsters opening accounts;
it's opening the batting
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There ;.3 a clear articulation of t.he "new" South African

crickat culture -- the link. between the "green and gold" co.Lour'a

of the national team and their status as 11g1adiatorsl! reflects

the primary objective of the cric)-:eting establishment. 'l'hat is,

the desire for international cricketing supremacy has been

harnessed bj the advertising executives of the l?ermanent Bank:

the vision of the UCBSAto make South Africa the top cricketing

nation in the world is insinuated in the sponsors of cricket

development.

Ironically 1 the ac 11ertisement.I s reference to the

participation of national squad pJayers -- as school boys -- in

Perm's development programme is misleading. Firstly I PermIS

sponsorship is limited to an annual cricket week that facilitates

inter-provincial competition. It is not a development programme

itself. Rather, it is a highly competitive event that reflects

the "results" of proper development programmes. Secondly, pla.yers

like Allan Donald and Brian McMillan participated in such cricket

competitions, based on their selection in provincial sides

through school competition. They did not attend Perm's cricket

week under the auspices of devel oprnent;programmes.

By contrast Bakers advertising campaign stressing their

involvement in cricket development is low key. A single black and

white advertisement showing boys of a11 races in various

activities related to the Bakers Mini Cricket programme, is

offset by the slogan "Giving children a sporting chance". However

their advertising for cricket development is most noticeable on

the boundary billboards at all the major cricket grounds.

Further I Barry Fl)wler from Bakers I s head office in. Durban pointed
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out that the famous Bakeze Mini Cricket T-shirt was an

advertising end in itself.

('Dca Cola~s sponsorship is not.eworthy for its financing of

the Coca. Cola Nuffield Week. .:J.e value of the sponsorship hae

reached R2,5 million. As a result, the SA Schools XI that is

trad~.tionally chosen at the completion of the Nuffield Week is

no,.; to be known as the Coca Cola SA under-19 XI.

When interviewing Dewald van Breda - - Sponsorships Manager

of National Beverage SE'~vices - - he was clear about the primary

objective of the campaign. He said the company was proud to

sponsor the traditional game of cricket, and particul:.:r:cly the

IInew" game that has emerged through the advent of development.

He added that the sponsorship al Lowed the company t.o be on the

"cutting edgen, in the middle of the "breeding ground II for young

cricketers.

Coca Cola has a novel campaign at the Wanderers cricket

ground. In the south east corner of the stadium is a huge

billboard in the shape of a Coke bottle. It has markings in

thousands of rands - - denoting the amount of money that has been

donated by Coca Cola to development initiatives -- and at the end

of 1995 the "bottle" was two thirds full. The idea behind this

scheme, acco rdf.nq to van Breda, is to remind the cricket-·watching

public of Coke's initiatives in, and support for, de-veJ.opment.

He 0180 commented that the "reminding" of Coke's role is apparent

on the T··shirts worn by drinks vendors at the Wander:-arsground.

A Coke costs \-(2.50 -- and for every Coke puxchaned , fifty cents

is donated to t.he UCBSA's development scheme. This message is

emblazoned on the vendors I T··shirts. Van Breda was hesitant to
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comment on whether the public purchased more,.Cr;;ke because they

felt I' soc~.ally responsible!! in assisting the sponsorship of

cricket development. However he did say:

The bottom line on a hot afternoon at the 91:'ound
is that people get thirsty. They drink Cokel

because they want t.o ... maybe they do feel good
that they are doing something fen: cz i cket;
development

It seems that Coca-Cola, while offering some:support of the

UCb:3A I S development ..."ogrammeI 5.s more interested in selling

t.heLr product. to thirsty cricket fans.

Norwich Life's sponsorship of the Transvaal Cricket Board's

development programme features promil1'antly in their print

advertising campaign. A red cricket ball domi.natea the page, wi t.h

the slogan "Building Teams and Dreams" followed by copy that

illustrates their commitment to cricket development. For example:

Norwich Life has an on-going commitment to
community development especially through sport
wha.ch we believe is a E.trong uni.fying force in
our changing society ... There's a wealth of
untapped talent out there and we're pecially
co:rcerned about the dd.aadvant aqed youth. 'tHthout
sUP.r?0rt they may never have the chance to fulfil
their dreams

The link between development sponsorship and Norwich IS

assurance policy scheme is drawn by the advertising copy:

After all, it's only when ::'ou have a dream,
that you can build a winning team. At Norwich
IJife we apply our winning team to fulfil your
life assurance dreams

Yet Norwich Life also has a novel way of advertising their

sponsorship campaign. At the end of 1994 two Alexandra artists

were commissioned by the company to paint a mural on a wall that

faces the playing area on the south west side of the i-Janderers

C:r ..icket Ground, The mural depicts the growth and vision of the
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TeB f S development programme from the raral areas to the urban

township8. The final scene of: the mural shows young boys playing

for South Africa at the Wanderers. Of course, the Norwich Life

logo is on prominent display in several of the IIsceneslli

Hugh Whiley, Norwic., s assistant general manager for

advertising and promotions, claimed the motivation behl.nd the

commissioning was a decided effort of the company to move at'iay

from traditional stadium advertising infT ,something moze cre~tive

and artist:ic.

Significantly, Norwich's sponsorship, of the Transvaal

Crick.et Development Programmehappened by accf.dent . Imtiaz Patel

related the story of how Norwich approached the TeB, interested

in sponso~iii1g the drinks cart that provides refreshments to

players on tpe field during drinks intervals. Since Avis already

held the contract to sponsor the drinks cart, Norwich was asked

if they were interested in sponsoring the cash-strapped and newly

established cricket development programme in the Transvaal. The

result says Patel has bee::na !llong and dedicated sponsorship --

for which we are extremely gratefulll•

Education for "Development"
The world 01 sports development has also become fa profitable

and marketable educational arena. A number of educational

opportunities and courses exist for the training and preparation

of future st. Jrts development practitioners. Educational

Lnst.Lt.ut Lons market: their courses by highlighting South Africa I s

re-entry into international sport. Sports !1anagement and Sports

Development are cons.tdered one of the country's "majozr growth
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industries .. offering an intriguing career pathH {Damelin

advert} .

Allenby Campusorfe:r.s a one )"~ar diploma for aspirant sports

administrators and managers. 'fhe diploma covez's a wide range of

related topics, including Sports Medicine, Sports MaLagementand

Sports Psychology. A component of the course covers the area Qf
sports development, which includes classes on sponsorship, ethics

and organisational dynamics of sports bodies. Damelin fJIanagement

School offers a similar four month programme - .. primarily focused

on Sports IilIanagement. An. assessment of their course r.!aterial

showed that sports development did not form part of their

comprehensive training in fields like Player. and TeamManagement,

sponsoxahfp , Sport law and Sports Administration. The only

concession to sports development f' .de in this course seems to be

a course component based on the "understanding of the structure

and policy of South African sport at a national level" (Damelin

brochure) .

The London Business and Management School (LBMS), through

the auspices of Boston City Campus, offers a Sports Management

Diploma.

Budding sports administrators make themselves
highly desirable as employees in sports-related
fields such as sports development (nd educationr

sports psychology, personal fitnes~ training,
promotions and sponsorship and sports administration
(LBMSadvert)

The facilitator of the LBMSdiploma, Stan Matthews,

aoknow.ledqee thut the field of sports management is extremely

diverse. He argues that the field can be narrowed down to three

main streams: Sports science whLch includes the technical

areas of medic~ne, nutrition, and psychology; Management, which
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includes marketing, sponaor-shrp Jhd other business principles;

and Sports Development.

Interestingly, two components of the course - - Sociology of

Sport, and Sports Development -- &re in-depth training grounds

on issues such as sport and socialisation, sport and South

African history, sports and community development, and the

politics of sport.
,

Last year: 98 LBMSSports ManagementDiplomas wei~ awarded.

Significantly I the National Sports Council (NSC) recognises this

diploma course as a viable tra.ining ground for future sports

administrators, and all NBCofficials are required t.o take the

course. NSCexecutives are also involved in lecturing and co-

ordination of the course.

We may conclude that the a.rena of "s~'orts development II has

become a viable commercial interest for the ~a >:::ational sector.

Further I there appears to be some recognition of IIsports

developmentlC as a potential employment provider.

Television coverage: M-Net and Super~port va the SABe
The BABe and the UCB&Ahave established a cont rar+ua l

agreement .....hereby the national broadcaster carries all

international garnes, test matches and one day series.

Ali Bacher has reiterated that every South African cricket

auppoz't.ez' has the right to see the nac i.onaL team in action. He

has also stressed the significance of local broedcaet.exe

screening South African cricket both domestic and

internat ional - - "to protect t.he interests of the Loca l, viewer"

and to "determine the destiny of televised matches in which South
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African teams pa rt.I ci.pat.e ::11 South Africa" (Sunday Times, 10

September 1995). This follows in the wake of the Rupert Murdoch

takeover- of South '~frican rugby, and consequent televising .....f

games.

In. a new initiat.ive, M-Net will be screening domestic

cricket games in the 1995/~6 ~e3.son. -- the Castle Cup ;'teries and

the complete Benson &Hedges Nite Series. The General Manager of

SuperSport I Russell ~4ac~>i;L1.ansays:

Wehave a sport 1!t;!:] ud.i ence who count cricket
as one of their most popular sports ... We believe
that SuperSport'g coverage will be revolutionary
and will highlight the game of cricket as it
should be
(SACrickete~, October 1995).

The analysis of the coverage of national .and international

cricket matches is paramount when considering the viewership of

cricket on television. Arguably, the transmission 'Of
international games on the national broadcaster widens the net;

of pote:ltial ~.Licket viewers. :::ncontrast, the transmission of

provinciaJ. gamee, end the popular day-night games on a pay-

station such as M-Net limits viewership to a select section of

the populati.on. Through the analysis of television coverage, the

reality of contemporary South Africa begins to emerge. The

viewing of cricket matches is limited. to those sections of the

population that have television sets. Arguably, the BABe t s

coverage of South Africa; s international games is more accessible

than that of M-Net's coverage of provincial games. The link

between creat:':'ng a new national cricketing culture and the

national broadcaster may appear to be obscure. But, in allowing

for the large propor-t Lon of the South Africa public to view

Lnt.e rriat.Lona l, games, both the UCBSAand the SABCare party to the
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attempt to construct a new and imagined national c.:icketing code.

But by limiting public viewing access to provincial gamas

and day-night matches to the affluent sections of S9tit..h African

society -., who can af ford the subscz'Lpt fon fees of the M~N{!;t

channel - - the UCBSPA; has ma:r:ginalised a vi tal. component of South

African cr-Lcket . Pzov.inc La.I cricket is r"1.eneceasarv progression
\ "I -

to national cri':'ket, e.nd hal? a host of yqung at ars that could be

the potentia,l Lnt.ez'nat.Loua I stars of the future. Argu.ablyI the

UCBSA's dee?-sion to spl i.t television coverage between the tW(I

stations is motivated by screening rights and the revenues it
accrues for the cricket organisation. But the irony of such a

decision may not. be C~ear to the UCBSA: it has effeccively

hampered the development of South African cricket I by restricting

the following and support for provincial sides to an affluer~t

few. The Irrrcads made by development programmes would:be boosted

if young boys were able to identify with, and learn from, the

emergent and sometimes black, as in the case of Eastern

Province's Masikazana -- provincial cricket~rs.



CHAPTER FIVE
THE SECOND INN!NGS

1\fter the analysis of the d iacour'aes of development in the

previous chapt er I a mor-e indepth consideration of the deve Lopment;

prosrrammes t hemseIvea forms the ba s is of this chapter.

Fil.'st, the national development programme under the auspices

of t.he United Cricket Board of South A.h:ica (UCBSA)is outlined.

The dLacuaaLon includes an exami.nat Lon of the Bakers Mini Cricket

Programme and the establ ishment of the National Plascon C1:icket

Academy. Bach the Bakers programme and the Academy poi nt; to a

particular articulation of cricket development I and neatly

11lustrate the twin objectives of the UCBSA. On one hand, the

base of cricket is bz'oade..ened by the introduction of the game

th.rouqh Bakers l programme in the t.ownsbd pe . The directives of the

Plascon Cricket Academy highlights the UCBSA's second e(!tive

of attain Lng international supremacy and national Ci. cketing

excellence - - in essence the Academy is a cricket nur'ae ry for a

Ewlect group of talented young cr_~,1ceters .

The second section of this chapt.e r outlines t.he development

programmes of the Transvaal Cricket Board (TCB). The diE}Cnssion

includes a focused asser"~sment of the sovet.o and Alexandra Cricket

Clubs, ...,hose o rqan i aa t. Lona l structures and deve l.opment,

initiatives fall under the genera.l administration of the l'C'B.

The final section is an exami.nct.Lon of the IIresultl2l" of

nati.onal cricket development. The international czi.cket; tours of

the tll1de:r.:-19 and under-24 sides are an indication of the UCBSAj s

attempt to promot.e youth cricket I in the aim of r'eaoh'i.nq

Lnt.e rrrat.LonaL excellence. The LncLuui.on 01: bl ack "development:"
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players in both touring parties is also an indication of the
apparent success of the development programmes.

I. The~Vnited Cricket Bo~rdrs L~veloRment Programm~
South African cricket zet.urned • to3.n .....o the international

cri.cketing arena on the promise t.hai"in the foreseeable future,
the fae of South African cricket would be different.

r.l.'he Unit.ed Cricket Boare of South j\frica (UCBSA) heralds its
development p:rogramme as one or t.hemost successful stories in
the history of South African sport.

It has earned the respect of all communities
in South Africa as well as the international
community; it has promoted greater contact d.nd
understanding between divided peoples, and it
bodes well for the long-term fUi..'J.reof South
African cricket. Young players from disadvantaged
communities are playing cricket today as a
direct result of coaching programmes, facility
upgrading p~ogrammes and other initiatives under
the banner of the development programme
(UCBSA promotional brochure, in conjunction
with Benson & Hedges)

Yet, the reality is somewhat different. The efforts of the
UCBCA are indeed commendable, yet the "national" development
programme is based and conduct-ed around a sel.ect;i.ew . That is not
to say t.hat;the UCBSA and its development prograrrme :reaches only
a handful of enthusiastic youngsters in Sonth African townships.
The programme has arguably been productive in the promotion of
cr icket; in the townships -- in 19?5 t:herewez'e 7 ODD crLcketexs
playing in South African townships, compared to the 500 who
started when the UCBSA first introduced its concept of czLcket;
development; in 1984.

Rather I the UCBSA directs a programme t.t?atreaches young
boys that are able to attend development programmes run by the
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UCBSllis provincia]. a.ffiliates. For example, the development

programmes run by the Eastern Province Cricket Board can only

reach t.hoae boys who Ld.ve in Port Elizabeth's cownehaps, The

development initiatives are not extended to reach boys who live

in remote rural areas, and subsequen.tly, t.he "nationalll

development of cricket cannot be construed as successful.

HoweverI the UCBSAacknowledges such flaws in its development

programmes, stressing tha.t funds t resources, and the lack of

volunteers ~nhibit its developmental efforts. It: is significant

that while the UCBSA.is prepared to acknowledge these problems,

they are played down to a considerable extent. Interestingly

these issues I when they became part of the interviews or

discussions wi.th cr Lcket.Lz-j officials, were pl 'ed down and my

attention vias diverted to the succeas of the Transvaal and Border

development programmes. It would appear that these two pr'ovd.nc.

are the most;.successful in the 0pinion of the UCBSA-- in the

development of c~icket and the initiation of a township cricket

cul,ture. I felt that the success ra.te of the Border and Transvaal

development programmes was measured by t.he UCBSAby the number

of development players from these provinces that were selected

for age-group international tours.

The i.rony is clear. Transvaal! s IIsuccess" could also be

attributed to the considerable financlal support; 9i ven to the TCP

by its sponsors Noxwich Life. It could also be credited to the

pro:x.imity of t.he TCE's offices to the UCBSA's, engendering a

range of back-up support and administr~tivc assistance.

Furt.her I the succeas of the 'feB I s development programme could

c: Iso be ascribed to simple demographics -- Gautel,:JI s townships
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are vast and located in urban areas . .?\.lexandra is often posited

as one of the most successful arenas of cricket development: the

development of an Alexandra Cricket Club, the construction of a

cricket oval in the townshipis East Bank section, and the home

of development stars like Jacob f.1alao and Walter Nasemola are

repeatedly cited as "proof". The significance of the Locat.Lon of

both the UCBSAand the TCB's offices at the Wanderers Cricket

Ground in Illovo, Sandton which is only five kilometres from the

township of lHexandra is lost 011 the pundits of Transvaal's

success story.

Further, the historical sigiiificc,nce of the cricket nursery

of the Eastern Cape has already been highlighted in the

literature section. Cricket is not an alien game to the black

youth of the Eastern Cape, nor has the UCBSAhad to create an

artificial base of aspirant young cricketers. It already exists.

'l'he objective of proselytising the gameof cricket in the Eastern

Cape .is unfounded -- rather, the development initiatives in this

region are "successfulll for they have been met with an enchue Lasm

II from below". The broad base cf cricket players el ready exists,

and the development progJ:ammeshave "successfully" been able to

nurture the cr-icket ino talent o1E the regi.on.

The offices of the UCBSAare impressive. Located at the

magnificent. Wanderers Club, they are spacious and elegant.

On the number of occasions that I visited the UCBSA'soffices,

reconstruction and remodelling of the offices was taking place.

According to KhayaMajola, Development nix-ecto".:"of the UCBSA,the

UCBSA'soffices had simply become too small, and renova.tions were

required to ensure that adequate facilities continued the work
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of the board. More than one joke was told, in the course of my

various meetings with Majola and his development. team, about the

aepar-at.Lon - - by a temporary ret<nning wall - - of blacks and

whites working for the UCBSh. More jokes ensued about the

":r.econstruction" of the UCBSA along the lines of the

roco-1.struction of South African society.

The UCBSAfunds its development scheme f rorn a variety of

sources. One such source i::; the revenue generated by

international matches. BenSOl1& Hedges - - one of the biggest

sponsors of national and provincial cricket, alougs':'.1e Castle

Lager (Sou.th African Bre\'leries) -.- is therefore a "hidden donor"

in the development programme. Ten percent of gate takings at

Benson & Hedges domestic cricket series is channelled .into the

development of cricket. in disadvantaged areas. Through their

sponsorship of international games, the UCBSAis able to donate

five per-c-rit of gate takings to the development programme.

Further, an additional fifteen pexcent; of gate takings at Benson

& Hedges international ser.·ies is donated towards "the

eat.abLdahtnent. of cost effective rnul.t.Lpurpoae epcz t s facilities

in disadvantaged areasll (Benson & Hedges promotional brochure) .

The gate-takings of the 1994/5 season's Test and one-day

internationals totalled R10,7 million (The Sta~, 23 February

1995). To the uninformed the idea of channelling gate-takings

into development programmes is oommendabLe . However, those w...o

have attended test matches at the Vlanderers Ground are well aware

of the price of tickets. Seats in the grandstands range from R30

to R50. Season ticket padoo:a.ges can cost up to R1 OOO! The expense

of attending provanof.a l and Lnt.e rnat Lona l cricket games excludes
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certain sections of the population. 'rhus, the UCBSAis funding

a considerable part of its development programme through the

financial support by a select affluent and middle class sector.

The British gc)vernment has also been instrumental in the

donation of money and equipment. RIGO 000 was donated for the

building of the Alexandra cricket oval, and on average a total

of R50 000 has been donated to the UCBSAannually. The

continuation of British support is aaauxed by the personal

instigation of John lvlajor, who has taken a keen interest in the

cricket development};. .;:rammesince his visit to the Alex Oval

in September of 1.994.
The UCBSAhas also initiated a project to increase the

number of cricket grounds around the country. In October 19~5,
the UCBSAannounced it was to build 50 cricket grounds in under-

privileged areas (Th!?~St§J2,2 Octoher 1995). RSGO 000 has been

allocated for this project, which will be managed by the DCBSA's

Khaya Majola. This financial allocation .i.s over and above the

ongoing programme that the TJCB8Aconducts with the National

Sports Council to provide multi-purpose sports faci:.ities in

unde:c-privileged areas.

One such sports facility to have benefited from this UCBS}~

initiative is the Elkah Stadium in Rockville, Soweto. The project:

aimed to make the Elkah Stadium into a major sports and

administrative complex, and included the laying of grass on four

existing soccer fields, the upgrading of the existing cricket

ova2, the laying out of an artificial cricket pitch imported from

Britain, and the building of a clubhouse. As a result, the Soweto

cr icket; Oval at. Elkah is the most impressive cricket facility in
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any of the South Afri(;an townships.

'I'he UCBSAalso has a national bursary scheme through which

the out.at andi.nq talents of development p.roqz ammes are either

assl at.ed at their own township school, or are placed at

tradi t ional cricketing schools I such as St. Johns I Paz'kt.ownand

KES. The aim of the bursary scheme is to enhance both cricket

skills and g(;':nera1 education. But there are significant.

impl~cations for the unspoken aim here. The t:raditiona1

cricketing schools undoubtedly combine t.he correct training with

superior coaching and cricket facilities, as well as the

provision of superior education. But the social order that is

reflected in the "t,caditionlf of these schools reflects the

rc:.t:petuation of the articulation of the dominant discourse of

cricket deveLopment.. It would appear that the aim of the bursary

schemes is not only to allow for development of cricket skills,

but also an introduction to the culture ami' symbolism of cr.i.cket

as it is reflected in the traditional game favoured by the

cricket establishffii~nt. Fundamentally, the argument is thit3: a

bursary to St. Johns or ¥.EScatapults a promising young black

cricketer into the social world of the white cricket order, with

the hope that these young cricketers appropriate and adopt the

symbolism and culture of play that manifests it.self in these

schools. Rather than allowing the "netlT" culture of cricket to

develop and emerge from below, it seems as if there is a

concerted effort to dictate the terms of this new cricketing

cu l,tu:x:efrom above. Thus, the t.rue development; of cricket appears

to be coame'tLce the creation of new forms of cricketing identity,

and the articulation of Ilew styles of play - - based on the
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township game - - are a constructed myth. The development of

cricket is merely a sidest.ep, not a radical transformation of the

game. The old styles of play I vaLues and codes of play attributed

to the traditional - - and white - - gameof cricket are still very

much in evidence, if a bursary scheme like the UC.:E'-l\.' s continues

to exist.

Bakers Mini Cricket

With the marketing slogan IIGiving children a sporting

chance." I the Bakers Mini Cricket Programmehas been the stalwart

of the UCBSAlsdevelopment programme. Initiated in 1983 by Ali

Bacher I the obj ecti ve was to encourage the growth and development

of cricket of children under ten years of age. Bakers Mini

cricket aims to introduce a fun version of the game of cricket

to young boys. Bakers Mini Cricket is considered the first step

in the Lntrcduct Lon to, and development of the game among

township youth. Bacher has called Bakers Mini Cricket the

"cornerstone" of the Development Prog:t'amme(official Bakers Mini

Cricket Handbook).

III the official Bakers Biscuits Mini Cricket Handbook,

Bacher writes:

Before unity, Bakers Mini Cricket was able to
C.roas all barriers and the UCBSADevelopment
Programmebecame the spearhead that ul tirnately
Led to South Africa IS readmi.ttance to international
cir i.cket;

Bakers I'Hni Cricket is a modified form of cricket using soft

balls, smaller bats I a reduced number of players! and a modf.fd.ed

ve:csion of the rules. r.1ini cricket is modelled on the West Indian

IIcalypso cr-Icket; II or beach cricket. It is specifically designed
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to be an easy and fun way for teachers and children co learn the
basics of the game. The k.eywords in Mini Crick".t are

per cLcipetz ion and etrjoytnent: (Bakeze 1-1ini Cricket official
handbook) .

Bakers also provfdes the sponsorship for the training of
coaches in t.he programme -- at present there are over 15 000
qualified coaches in the country.

There is only one word to describe a Bakers Mini Cricket
session on a Saturday morning: frantic. Frantic in the sense t.hat
the activities of over-excited and noisy nine year oLds , make t.he
cricket field look like a red and white blur! No amount of
shouting from coaches could reduce the noise level, the pranks
and the laughing.

When interviewing the coaches of Bakers Hin:i.Cricket -- many
of 'Whomare women school teachers or university students -- I was
told things like:

Because of cricket we have made these children
aware of their importance r.osociety
I coach because I want to show whites that blacks
can play just as well as the West Indians ...ltd
like to contribute to black upliftment

Interviewing the young p.fl.rticipantsin Mini Cricket took a
little more patience! Asked why they played cricket, or came to
Saturday morning t<1iniCricket r responses varied from

i play cricket because I think it is a good
game and an exciting game
Cricket is a fun sport. It doesn't have
apartheid
We make friends with other boys
I want t.obe a professional cricketer and
play like ...[the name of 'West Indian Richie
Richardson temporarily escaped him]
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My dad said I must

In. Jun~:1995, Bakers announced the continuation of its
sponsorship .- to the value of R5 million, spread over t.hr'e,;
years. Bakers t sponsorship Ls officially acknowledged by the
National Sports Council (NSC) as the lal.';jestprivate sector
spunsorship for grassroots sports development in South Africa.

Bakers is insistent that Lts sponsorship remains one .,jerely
donation -- their only stipulation for a return on it.s

investment are the well known T-shirts emblazoned with their red
and white logo. Through interviewing I was able to discover that
Bakers has a policy of providing the resources for the UCBSA's
cricket development programme, and does not have a contractual
sponsorship that may dictate terms and conditions to the UCBSA.

It would appear then that the vision of developing South
African cricket is entirely in the hands of the cricket boards,
and the administrational structures. The role played by the
corporate sector in the development of a national cricketing
culture is purely financial. As such, corporate actors like
Bakers -- while they playa significant role in the funding of
cricket d~velopment -- are not included in the development of a
new national symbolism if South African cricket.

The philosophy behind Bakers Mini Cricket was explained by
the managing director of Associated Biscuits, Cliff Sampson:

If South Africans can play together, they can
work together

The rhetoric is questionable. Certainly, South Africans
can play together ..- in the artificial constructs of development
programmes and under the banner of new national sporting codes.
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The reality of contemporary South Africa paints a different

picture altogether. The i.;tJge of a level playing field, where all

the cricketers on it are equal, is not mirrored in the social

world of the workplace. Those cricketers return home after the

game to vastly different socio-·€:conomiccircumstances. They do

not meet each other in the workplace. r.'urthermore. they do not

meet edch other in schools or in social activities. Agai:a, the

discourse reflects a myth: that is, a myth that a sports field

or cricket oval mirrors the social reality _ Inceed it does allow

for some contemplation of the debates of reconstruction and

transformation which faces the South African nation today_ But

it cannot be viewed as the perfect microcosmwith which to assess

the day-to-day lives of ordinary South Africans.

The discourse of playing and working together is heady, and

undoubtedly there are manywhobelieve in it. It certainly allows

for catchy advertising slogans, and the rationale for corporate

sponsorship of sports development. It makespeople feel good, and

allows them to ignore the real realities of crime, unemployment,

national discord and poverty_ The rhetoric should be changed to

one that reflects and facilitates the act of "playing together"

as a means of becoming aware of one other. The rh~toric sl'lould

not be one that immediately posits black and white cricketers as

equals who are exposed to equal opportunities off the cricket

field.

Bakers were also responsible for bringing the '{Jest Indian

batsman Brain Lara to South Africa. His visit c~incided with a

benefit match for Allan Donald, \but it is estimat,;;d that. the cost

of his week long promotional coaching tour t;::c, R150 000.
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However, all involved in that: promotional venture agreed

that the response from young r:ricketers in the development

programmes was remarkable. "Vi'crdslike "inspirational" and IIrole-

model" were not uncommonin the variety of responses I got when

probing the motivational dynamics of such a venture.

Bakers and the UCBSAhave also recently introduced a cricket

programme for girls. Surveys have shown that interest amongwomen

in South Africa is phenomenal, and on the increase. Conrad Hunte

has stressed that womennot only want to watch the garnet but they

are also ahowd.nqinte:'est in playing it too. He has helped to

devise a national strategy where girls from the age of eight aud

up can learn to play the game.

Signi.ficantly I many respondents pointed to the Bakers

programme as a mitigating factor in South Africa's readmittance

into the International Cricket Council (ICC). There seemed to be

an (over) emphasis of the role played by the children

participating in the programmeI in beginning the process for

unification of South African crLcket.. Whilst most admf.nd st rat.oz s ,

coaches t players and observers noted that deveLopment;programmes

like Bakers Mini Cricket were instrumental in the changing face

of South African cricket r only one interviewee interj ected with

Which came first.'? Isolation or development?
The answer should tell you exactly what the
motivations was behind establishing programmes
like Bakers

Bakers Mini Cricket was not the miracle that transformed

South African cricket, and which consequently facilitated South

Africa's readmittance to the ICC. ArguabJ.y, to somedevelopmental

cricketing officials Bakers has assumed the myth 0; single

handedly converting the nature of the South African gauie. While
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the proselytisation of soutj- African cricket c. mot be attributed

only to the efforts of the Eiaken: t>UniCricket p: gramme, wemust

acknow'Ledqethat the cult or "miracle" of cricket: .eveLcpment;--

it was spearheadert by the Bakers programme in the early 19808

wae a concert.ec, effort to cosmetir:ally transform the game.

Plascon Cricket Academy

In what has been delScribed as a llboot campll for the chosen

few, the Plasccn Cric1tet Academy is designed to bolster the

cricketing developmental initiat:iv;s of the United Cricket Boar.}

(UCBSA).As an exten~ion of the regional Plascon academies that

are held annually, "The Academy"is considered the last at.eppi ,19

stone between school boy cricket and the wider domain of a

professional cr Lcket.Lnqr:areer. Clive Rice feels that the purpose

of the Academyis to "heightex 'md haat.en" the prog: i,lSS of young

cricketers, as well as to increase the focus and specialisation

of the sport.

The Plasco!!. cricket Academyis only the second full time

cricketing academy in t.he world the now world famous

Australia"1 Academy, that produc:::d the likes of Shane Warne and

Mark Taylor, is the other.

For each of the l..·~xt three years, 24 young cricketers form

around t.he count ry will be invited to the i\.cademy.The cricketing

frat:ernity \11idely acknowledged that a nucleus from which to

select a national team needed to be sustained by a wider reserve

pool df players who could take their place in international

cricket. The traini:ag and preparation of this new "poo'L" of

cricketers is t.~) f:ake place at ;-nr- Academy. However, selection
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for a pl ace at the Academy is as with anything in the

cricketing world -- cont rcve.cs.t.al < Nominations a.re put forward

by regional cricket academy directors, as well as provincial

ae l.ect or s , Invitees t.o the Academy a:r;(.::also drawn from sele.:::t.ion

during the Coca-Cola Nuffield Weeks, held annually around the

country. However, the composition of provincial Nuffield

competition is of established boys schools and the cricket

establishment. A handf u'l of development sides may participate in

the bigger provincial competitions, but at present they are the

exception rather than the rule. Khaya Majola, the UeBSA's

Director of Development ls responsible for nominating players who

hays emerged through t.he dGvE.~lopmentranks.

The UCBSAaims to include at least twelve players from

p:tovincial development programmes in each yea.r 1 s intake. The

sel ~ction of academy Lnvi t.ee s provides "tangible evidence of the

UCBSAI s twin commitment to striving for excellence at the highest

level of the game, while developing the game in the less-

privileged e.reas of South Africa". Such was the rhetoric that

appeared t.Lme and t an«, ""gain in t.he cricket media, was quoted at

length and repeatedly, anti. was stated by a variety of UCBSA

officials f m .naqexs and adtni.nf.sb.tat.or's .

Th(:J UCBSAhas argued that che development programme has

reached a plateau a.nd

we need to have concent.rated attention focused
on t.hose young players who need to bI.ldge the
gap between development and first-class cricket
(Bacher quoted in The_§ta:t 23 September 1994)

Howe'vez' I this year 1 s intake LnoLuded only six development

pl ayexs . 'rhrough ini:.ervie>w:i.r:,qit never became clear why the

initi'll aim of having t\'Jel'\J(:'~ development. players was not
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achieved. Some respondents offered the opinion that the

development programmes had not reached their full potential and

as a result had not yet produced t.wel.ve players of the calibre

required for admittance to the academy , Others were Leas

diplomatic I stressing the UCBSA's goal of Lnt.ernac LonsI

cricketing excellence as the reason. It was felt that the U(!BSA
r'~,.Iuldhide 'behind the rhetoric of promoting and developing South

African cricket to a level guaranteed to produce inter.national

competitive supremacy, because it allowed the cricket

establishment to maintain white dominance of the game. It was

clear that some oi'ficials were tirl~d of the double standards of

the cricketing establishment: the claims of develop.:l..ngthe game

were fundament.al in euhanc i.nq South African cricket's image

abroad, but the reality was the issue of South African cricket

winning Lnt e'rnat i.one.I competition as fast as possible. Black or

development cricketers had Ld.t t Le part in this.

Arguably, the tension between the two opinions about the

black intake of the Plascon Academy, reflect the wider tensions

in the debat.e s of national recomlltruction and transformation.

Under' the management and guida:!':lceof Clive Rice, the Academy

was described as providing a mode.L for all S"mth African E$}/urt.

Tne Academy is funded entirely by Plascon's sponsorship,

ope:;.:ating without direct government funding. Minister of Sport

Steve Tshwete wac quoted in the ])ress as saying:

this is what; all South Afl:ican sporting code s
should be striving cowa'rds •• this shows what can
be done by admi.ndatrr'at.Lona w:.ich have a C1E!ar
vision of where they' re g~)ing
('l'hf:.L_§j:.ar,13 May 1995)

'£he PlaSCOIl sponsorship is for R1 million for the first
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three years. Plascon has sponsored specialised coaching cou!:ses

for the UCHSA in zecerrt years, but; the sponsorship of the Academy

marks II the most generous and important sponsorship ... and is

pivotal in taking our cricket .into a new a.nd professi.onal era II

(Bacher, The Star 23 September 1995).
The impressive facility built at the Rand ;Z\.frikanse

Universiteit (HAU) consist.s of lecture rooms, housing faciliti.es

for the players, existent cricket facilities, and four newly

constructed indoor nets. Highly specialised video equipment --

donated by Panasonic, and worth R150 000 -- allowed critical

examination of styles of play, batting technique and bowling

action.

The twenty four players that are hand pl.cked and invited

to attend the five-month long academy are given concentrated

tuition in all aspects of the game -- physical! 't~chnical and

:9sychological. The aim of the academy is to bridge the gap

between schools cricket and the more demanding game of first

class provincial and international cricket.

C:i.ive Rice' and Mark O'Donnell the coaches anti

facilitat.ors of the academy -- were the guest speakers at; a

meeting of the Cricket Assoc:Lation of SO'Jth Africa whf.ch I

at.tended in September of t.h i s year. Their talk on t.he aims,

obj ecti ves and achievements of the academy was more illuminating

for what was not said, rather than for what was. They explained

the format of the academy, and the day-to-day routines. They also

elaborated on the vast array of skills that young cr Lcket.exs had

t.o learn in ordez to cope with the increasing profesl3ionalisat.ion

of the game. For example, players were given classes ranging from
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television interviewing techniques, public speaking, sponsorship,

in:proving eye-vision, baseball throwing techniques, as well as

umpiring and scoring. Though never stated overtly, the

explanations around the need for improving umpiring and scoring

skills implied that development players needed to grasp the game

holistically. Apparently their conception of play was "b.Li.nkez-ed"

to the point that their comprehension of certain umpiring

decisions is limited.

'].'hepress lauded Lulama t-lasikazal1,a and Walter Masemola of

thp. Academy, predicting their rise to t.he top of th~ cricketing

world. Interestingly, Rice's talk made no mention o;~ the future

cricketing careers of these IIdevelopment boys" -- his focus was

on the enhanced perforrnar:ce of Lance Klusener and Neil McKenzie

of the Academy's white intake. Masikazana and Masemola were

spoken ubou.t, but only as illustrations of the Academy' s ot~her

benefits, namely the learning of the art of making after-dinner

speeches! Masikazana and Ma.semolaare apparently competent after-

dinner speakers, thanks to the l'oastmaster' s training they

received as part of the Academy' s educat.Lon , Rice decl.azed t.hat

his programme was a success if players like Maspmola had learnt

nothing else but how to speak in pub.ldc , and over-comehis feal:'

of public spea.king.

Further, all of the Academy's bright prospects on the

horizon (If South African cricket - - in Rice's opinion - - were the

whf.t.e and already established provincial players. Interestingly I

his c>ifer of who in the AcademywouLd "make it internationally"

did not include any of the "development stars II ,
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It became clear: that the Academy is more like a cricket:

factory for the stars of the; future -- Rice made it clear that

the Academyplayers "eat, sleep, talk and play cricket". He went

on to say that players, coaches and administrators alike were

awaz'e of the. what. has been left unsaid; t.hat is, the Academywas

one of the main cogs in the making of South Africa into the

world's top cricketin9 nation.

No matter what; the press, ueBOA advocates or the players

themselves might say I the ?lascoll Cricket Academy smacks of an

elitist breeding ground~ grooming the gentlemen and players that

will represent South Africa in the future. Our international

cricketers do need to learn the teclmiques and skills required

to produce peak performances - - and granted, these are things

that can be taught at places like cricket academies. But

en\.:renching the culture and values of the game as they have

existed in tne past inhibits the UCBSA's discourse of

development. '.'1.' the "development II South African cricket

cannot be construed cH:J successful if the social hierarchical

order of the white middle class cr.icketing establishment is

perpetuated in cricket's classroom of the Academy. Again, it is

clear that "development" is a secondary aim to the primary goal

of achieving internat ional exce l.l.ence .

II. The Trallsvaal Cricket BoarcL~s Development Prog_rammfl

Under the a.uspices of the national deyelopment programme,

the 'IeB' s development wing: - - under the directorship of Imtiaz

Patel - - runs its own and sepa rat.e l.y sponsored programme.

in ama.lLer offices than the UCBSA, the TCB and its
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development wing are also located at the Wanderers Stadium. Most
,\

noticeable at the TCBI S offices was a huge plaque honouring

Indian and black cricketers of the past 1 who would have been

selected for Transvaal had it not been for the apartheid laws

that prevented them from doing so. The offices are also filled

with photographs of development act.Lvd t Lea , visiting

international stars like Brian IJara and Imran Xhan and their

coaching at development clinics, as well as promotional posters

and framed advertisements of sponsors Norwich Life.

Norwich Life is the key sponsor for the TCB1s development

initiatives. Their "Building Teams and Dreams" slogan is

resplendent in almost every corner of the TeB's offices. Norwich

Life provides an annual R500 000 sponsorship, and is acknowledged

as the biggest regional or provincial devel.opment; sponsor in the

country. The sponsorship helps the TCBdevelop cricketing talent

on a broad base, and simultaneously afford new opportunities to

hundreds of youngsters in under-privileged areas. The sponsorship

is used to provjde coaching, transport, clothing and equipment.

Patel descrihas his job as visionary _,_ it is a job which

he feels must be conducted on the cricket field, and in the

townships.

You can!t run a development programme from an
office

Patel stresses that the a.imof the TeB Development Programme

is to produce five black Transvaal A players wit:hin five years.

He also hopes that; in the same time span, at least. 011eplayer

that makes national selection will emerge from the TeB I s

development ranks.

If these players make it ...it will act as a
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catalyst and hopefully bring an avalanche of
blacks into the game

It is worrying that Patel is prepared t.o wait fot. the

inclusion of black Transvaal cricketers in the national side to

generate increased interest in the game. There exi.sts a strong

possibility for the emergence of a vicious cycle: the "avalanche"

of black cricket is dependent on the creation of a black national

cricketing role model. However, that cricketer cannot be produced

until the base of black cricket has been sufficiently broadened.

The TCB's secondary goal is to create better f aci.Ld t.Lae, and

bring development cricket closer to mainstream cricket. Patel is

pa.rticularly concerned with the "development" label, and

maintains the sooner the label is dropped, the better for all

cricketers conce'rned ,

Development implies to the white guys that;
these are second~rate players ... to the black
players that attitude is internalised, and they
perceive of themselves as second- rate. Sadly,
this is not true -- but once labelled, always
labelled ....

Patel also expre~sed his concern with the cricketing

establishment. I S tendency to cont Lnue with the labelling of

development players. He added

Why can't we just call them cricketers? Whydo
we have to distingui.sh bet.ween development players
and those players who have had better oppo.rt.und.tLea,
Sure r there are discr£.:!pancies regarding levels of
play, but ultimately they are all young men who play
cricket

The TeB is also Lnat.xumental in introducing psychological

development into its development programln,as. The Beard IS

initiative to sharpen its development players through sports

psychology is a first for South African development programmes,

and has sail1e'i internatic:mal recognition. The TeB has employed
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sports psychologi.st Dr. Andre Roux to instill the correct mental
attitudes amongst players. Researching the 10\,1 confidence levels
found amongst development players, and subaequent; poor:
performance, Roux noticed

talented players were tending to freeze when
they were asked to play matches away from the
townships at venues like the Wanderers. It was
obvious there was a lack of self-belief rather
than t.echnd cal ability when they were playing
outside of their comfort zone among more
privileged cricketers (The Star, 23 September
1994)

The purpose of the project was therefore to teach the basics
of mental training and bolster self confidence.

The psychological training has also included cross-culture
ex.ercises involving black and white boys. Roux stresses that such
exercises prove to township boys that they really are not that
different at all. In other word, the psychological training has
helped to instill attitudes of "performance pexcept Lonv based or
skill, aptitude and talentl rather than educational levels and
living conditions.

Yet, aptitude, skill and talent are all influenced by the
socia-economic parameters such as education and living
conditions. Psychological training might make mature and
competent cricketers out of black players -- but to argue that
this psychologica1 training eliminates social discrepancies is
narrow-minded and evasive. No matter how much psychological
counselling is provided, the diverse social and economi,c wc,rld8
of these cricket~rs do not make them equal. In reality they are
very different from one another.

The TCB also employed the services of two Kenyan cricketers
in the 1994 season. Steve T.1.r.:oloand Martin Suji spent the season
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playing in the Premier League, and assisting with coaching in the
development programme. Norwich Life made the extended vi.sit by
t.he two Kenyans possi.ble.The significance of black -- albeit not
sout.h African -- cricketers in the development programme was
highlighted by Patel

The kids related to these guys in a way I
had never seen before. It was obvious that
their role ...the African connection is crucial
in our development programme

Patel stx-esses the importance of expanding the game and
drawing spectators from the townships through the creation of
role models. While there is a definite problem for black
crickecers in finding local role models to emulate, the
importation of Kenyan or West Indian cricketers is problematic.
The identification of black youngsters with cricketers of the
same race bodes well for t.hecontinuation of crLckat playing in
the townships. But, their hero-worship of black cricketers who
are not South African does not bode well for the future of the
South ~'l\fricangame. '1'heconatructLon of a n.ewnational cricketing
culture is going to be! dependent on the expression of South
African styles of play, as well as t:he appropriation of South
African cultural cricket symbols. If yole model identj_fic~tion
is directed elsewhere then the future of South African cr.tcLet
looks bleak.

The TeB has also introduced extensive measures :'0 overcome
the problems of poor coaching. In July 1995, the TeB invested in
a ten week coaching clinic. The rationale behind the clinic was
officially stated as an effort to

combat the falling standards in Gauteng's
cricketing schools and ensure the fLture
Transvaal cricket (The s,t~, 19 July 1995)
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The clinic, under the management of Transvaal coach; Jimmy

Cook, was designed to empower coaches in the isolation and

nurturing t.he raw talent found in the region and "en.sure it gets

the due care and attention needed to provide for Transvaal I s

future". The programme was launched to ensure that school boys

who showed cricketing promise would be recognised by properly

trained coaches, and then passed on to the TeB for more extensive

and expert training.

The Wanderers-Alexandra merger

The Wanderers Cricket Ground is arguably one of the m<~8t

impressive stadiums in the world. Alongside the IIBull-ring" are

lush and opulent cricket facilities, expertly maintained for the

use by members of the Wanderers Cricket Club. The fields ar'e

shaded by jacaranda trees and benches provide seating lrr.)r

spectators who wish to revel in a session on a lazy Sunday

af ternoon , A number of nets are located behind the fields --

,?J,waysfilled with aspirant young cricketers honing their skills.

Most noticeable from any vantage point at one of these cricket

pitches is the impressive Wanderers club-house its cool,

terrace the only respite from the harsh summer sun. This il9 a

world of old colonialism -- de8pite the numerous protestatipns

denying such status reflected in the decor of mahogany

staircases, rll paintings and leather armchairs.

Just tel, kilometres awayI 1ies the Alexandra Cricket Oval.

The East Bank Ova.1 nestles in a dale, surrounded by the

township's East Bank section. Standing on the field, one has a

good view of the rest of the township: the emera Ld green grass
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of the pitch is juxtaposed with the shanty towns of Alexandra.
A smack over the bo",ller'shead would land the
ball in a neat suburban street called Springbok
Cresce~lt. But a fierce pullover midwicket woul<1'
send it bouncing into a rough-and-tumble shanz,
town of tin shacks and open refuse heaps
{The Telegraph, 2 December 1993}

There is no real club-house to speak of, only a few practise
nets I and trees around the Oval -.,like the rest of Alexandra --
are scarce. The oval itself is built on an old rubbish dUwp. The
Alexandra Cricknt Oval was built through the sponsorship of the
UCBSA, the Alex All Sports Congress, Murray & Roberts, Norwich
Life, and the British government.

Worlds apart. But under the guidance of the TCB, and with
the full support of the UCBSA, the Wanderers Cricket Club has
adopted the Alexandra Cricket Club in order to assist Alexandra
playe:rs with development aid. The two clubs have formally merged
in the hope that Alexandra's players w:i.llbenefit from the
facilities I expertise and experience available at;the Wanderers.
The TCB hopes that the merger of the two clubs "lill serve as a
model for the integration and ~tevelopment of all sports
throughout the world. The idea behi.id the prog::-:aIl'::leis to ensure
that development play~rs get used to practising with, playing
alongside, learning from and benefitting from the experience,
facilities and financial resources of the established clubs and
players in order to ease their path into the various mainstream
cricket leagues.

The Wanderers Club currently plays its fixtures in the
Transvaal Premier League. In contrast, the inclusion of Alexandra
teams into Transvaal leagues has been slow. Thus the merger also
aims to assist development ~layers -- who have learnt and played
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their cricket under the banner of UCBSAand TCB cricket

deve 1opment; pz'oqxammea allowing them to practise and play

aLonqsri.de cricketers in the Transvaal Premier Leagu~.

Patel noted that such an initiative allowed Alexandra

players to get the attention they r'equi re to attain the required

standard for Premier League teams. He told me that the goal of

making future Transvaal players out of development players could

not be achieved unless players first benefit from playing in the

leagu.es. But the question of standards remains a thorny issue.

The standards of the Alexandra cricket club clearly made them

ineligible for the club's inclusion in the Transvaal Premier

League. To "attain the required standard" [myemphasis] for the

Premier l,eague/ the Alexandra Cricket Club had to amalgamate with

the Wanderers club. The unspoken rationale is clear: Wanderers's

standards are considered to be the bench-mark for struggling

development teams and clubs to copy. '1'he assumption that

Wanderers has better standards need not be elaborated.

The Alexandra Club realised the need to link themselves with

a reasonably wealthy and established club in order to survive.

Although the UCBSAdevelopment programmehas boosted cricket in

Alexandra/ the club's cricket initiatives are hindered by the

..=ck of sufficient funds. The general consensus amongst the

players that were Lntervf.ewed was that white ;!] ubs like the

Wanderers were in the best position to help the development

. !rogrammereach its full potential.

One player commented:

Not all of us are going to be the next J'onty
Rhodes. I er.joy playing cricket, and I plan to
play club cricket for i, any years. At least now
I can play against good sides ... and on great
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fields

The merger also hopes to overcome one of the: major problems

inherent in the development programme the creation of a

"cricket culture" amongst development players and teams. Patel
explains

Development players are exp __';J.. nr.::.ingproblems
with transport, social probiems, difficulties
with self esteem and fitting in wa t.h the moxe
established white players from the prestigious
and wealthy clubs throughou":. Johannesburg

The ddst.r nct.Lons between rich and poor, black and \'i'hibe aze

clearly ~bvious in the vast di=ferences between the two clLbs.

Yet Patel sees the Al.ex-jrandexez-s merger as the so.l.ut I on to auch

problems. Further1 Wanderers has placed key officials from th&

Alexandra Cricket Club on the Wanderers steering committee to

learn ':.he necessary administrative skills.

In an interview with The Start Patel pointed out some of: the

problems facing development players in the cxeat.c.on of a new

~rid .F;~·culture:

The development players are very reserved as a
result of the almost ir:-.aurmountable pre$su:.r.es
they are exposed to in the townships. It is very
diffir.:ult for them to arrive at the Wanderers and
perform, or even qjather up the nerves to appear '7.t
all. Commun+cat.Lon is the key I and t.hat, iR why the
merger is largely in the h: nrt,S of a nurabc r of expez t s I

who are able to identify ,:;u.:i solve these social
problems (Looking North Suppler,tent, The pJ;§.!::,
30 August 1995)

One wonders to what degree "experts" can harness the

necessary communication skills that are required to (:::""~:l...corT'~ :'he

pressures facing black cricketers. Arguably communication is r

key, but fancy rhetoric and words are not going t.o transform the

discrepancies of performance overnight. Ccmmt.n.icat.Lon will



certainly allow fo!' a better mental p'repaxednoas of black

cricketers -- so that their performance on the field improves.

Is the focus on IIcommunicat ion" then all at tempt; to pxomot;e

perfo:r:lnance, to the ber,efit of the club? It appears that:

"cornmundcar.Lon" augmented by psychological (;xpe:t:ts does not

address the real pz'olxl.e,,,3 that is problemA of educational

disadvantages, poverty, crime-ridd(~!~. townships, and 1:001' living

conditions.

Dr. Andre Roux is one of these "expez t av , and has been

instrumental in the clubs' integration. He has devised a model

for multi-cultural integration in sport.s clubs in South Africa,

based on the example of the Alex··Wanderers merger. His model is

based on three stages of integration: Th·~~pre-integration phase

or the preparation process; the phase of formal entry or the

integration process; and the phase of post. entry or the

competence phase Roux , 1995). He argues that the sel f-imposed

perceptions of black players of their: own inadequacy and

inexperience hinders integration. rrhe.Je percept.ions are the

~'esult of social and home envd ronment.s in the townships, poor

educational opportunities, an achievement and mot.Lvat.Lona.I drive

that is different to white players {based on the first t~\70

factors} I separate residential c,' "::cumstances that inhibit social

interchange with white counterparts (RouxtJ.995:2-3).
For Roux the key to succeas fu l inte'J1'm:.ion of clubs like

Alex and the Wanderers is multi-cultural development through

diversit1T training and manaqemerit . :F:urther, va Lui.nq and managing

di vexs I ty rl;!quires cultural t.r.-ansfo:rll1';:l.t.i..Ol1:

It xequares people - - ef3pecially those of the
dominant culture -- to let ~o of their assumptions
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about the rightness of their own values and
customary ways of doing things and to become
receptive to the other cultures (Roux,1995:2)

Cultural transformation and the management of diversity
obliges players and spoxt s clubs to examine and modify their
responses in order to accommodate each other. Raux continues by

stipulating that the initial goal of spoz t s integration should
be

to educat.e the apoz t Lnq communf.t.y tc appr-ec i.ace
the diversity of cultures in its midst and to
heighten awareness of the need for better
communication (Roux,:L995:2)

Thus the rhetoric of IIsports deve loprnent;" has become
permeated with the f aahx.. .able terminology of "di.versity
manaqement.v . If j t is only in this sense , c'r Lcket; development may
be considered a lens through which to analyse South African
society. IJUst as the workplace, governmental forums and
educational Lnat i.tnrt.Lonsare using the discourses of diversity
management, so too is the world of sport.

The chairman of the Wanderers Cricket Club reminded the
audi.ence at the club's AGM that

cricket is not just about scoring runs. We need
to instill a culture of cricket. This includes
the importance of efficiently running a cricket
club through which the culture of cricket can
th1..:VE.LIn this way p'laye.re can be initiated into
the game.
We can no longer afford to remain a white bastion.
Ne cannot just hope that the development programme
produces suit.ableplayers on its own. We need to
bring black pl~.yers into the fold of mainstream
cricket....if they remain outside the sphere of
:formal leagues, ~le are not going to achieve anything.
White and black players have to get used to each
other and learn from each other

'I'he Nande:'c:~;rsCricket Club, and its sponsor Xerox are
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footing the bill for this integration of the two clubs. Almost

sixty percent of the total sponsorship will go towards this end.
There is a decided air of paternalism in this gesture of

merging the t1rlO clubs. Some would point to the philanthropic

£festure of the W2nderers, citing the provision of resources,

facilities and skills <1B an act of qoodwf.Ll . Others: including

the aut.hor , feel that the merger is more than mere charity. It

placc=s the lilexandra Cricket Club in a dependent and subservient

position. It has meant the imposition of white codes of conduct,

and standards of play on the club's black cricketers. And while

it has required an adjustment. in the mindset of black and white

cricketer.s alike, it is the black bowf.ez or batsman from

Alexandra who has found himself in an unfami.iiar and alien

environment.

Soweto Cr~cketClub

The Elkah Stadium in Rockviller Soweto is the home of the

Soweto Cricket Club. It is' a multi-purpose sports facility, a

cricket ground comprising a main oval ..- with an Astra Turf

wicket .._ and several smaller fieJds surrounding it which are

shared by soccer and cricket act.I vi tLes , The fa.c~lity was

constructed wit.h funds from the gate takings of international

tou.rs to South Africa, and maxks cricket's initial corrt r Lbut.Lon

to the rec:onstruction and deveLopment; of Soweto.

By the end of the 1994/5 cri.cket season, Elkah had hosted

235 games -- most of which were matches between developmen.t teams

under the banner of sponsors Norwich Life.

The cricket oval was officially opened with a match against
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the touring 1~t1\'l Zealand side and a Transvaal Invi tat.ional side

in December J.994. The game was the fir~.:t international cricket

game to be played in Soweto. The Transvaal side fielded six black

players, three of which -- Walter Ivlasemola, Geoffr~y Toyana and

Jacob Malao -- are heralded as the IIdevelopment stars" of the

UCBSA' s deve Iopment; progra1fi1me. The day wasI according to the many

anecdotes report.ed to me in the course of interviewing, exciting

~1'r,:l festive. 'l'he arrival of Deputy President Thabo Mbeki ~D the

middle of the game, brought play to a stand still and the drum

majorettes back onto the field. No one seemed to mind the

dis:.cuption. The association between Elkah and the Wanderer8 is

remot.e - - che carnival atmosphere at. Elkah is unlikely to be

ex.perienced at the st.e.Ld and tranquil wanderers Club.

Cricket at Elkah is thriving. A visit to the ground opened

my eyes !-o t.he enthusiasm of young cricketers, who were all

practising in the newly erected nets. v1atching the visiting

Barbados U19 XI play at the ground, I was struck by the support

of the local community. Parents and families had turned out to

watch the game, competitive food and drink vending was clf.~arly

evident and music over loudspeakers.

A black par-ent, sitting next co me, in caauaL convexaat.Lon

remarked

there is definitely a cricket culture in Soweto
... but the buildJ.ng of Elkah means there is a
place to come to. Mysons at least can come here
to practise ... they are proud of the fields and the
nets. Whenother schools c:..'>meto play at least there
are now toilets and a tuckshop ... it's not embara-aasLnq
any more.

And not-I we don't have to drive far df.stiances . As
a parent that was a. major headache!

The DowetoCrickf.~t Club (SeC) became the first South African
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black cricket club to undertake an overseas tour. Their venture
was well recorded in the South African medd.a -,- the club and its

players appeared twice on The Star's front page, and much was
made about the "Peace, ~rustice and Harmony" of the t.our . The
"peace, justice and harmony: catchphrase was derived from the
names of three of the sec I s players: Peace and Justice Nkutha and

Harmony Ntshinga, all of whom took up cricket as twelve-year
olds, when the game was introduced to t.he township in 1986.

A handful of the players included in the side were the
B development stars II of the UCBSA' s development programme -- both
Jacob Malao and Walter Masemola were members of the touring
party. Many of the others players had participated in formal
development programmes, and had continued their cricketing past
time under the auspices of the see. Sixteen of the seventeen
tourists came up through the development programme.

Of the players that I was able to interview, the general
feeling was that the tour had been a success, he.lping to promote
the game amongst the t.ownship's youth, creating new role models
for young Soweto cricketers, as well as boosti:ng confidence
s.monqat; the players. Harmony Nkutha, probably the most eloquent I

observed that

ther~'s a real buzz from cricket in the townships,
and it's getting stronger and stronger
I may have a black skin, but I am a person and
somebor. out there thinks I'm worth someth:i.ng.
Its gi''(;;.a lot of pride, conf f.dence, individuality
and a lot of self respect.. Our self esteem has
really gone up

It is net, auxprLs Lnq then that the sec's touring party
became celebrities ana household names in England, being feted
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by the press I being given ext ens :lve cove'raqe on the SKY necwork,

and even being harassed for autographs. The sec played a

parliamentarian team, captained by Peter Hain .-- the once stern

advocate of iso1at.ing the South African cricket establishment.

Members of parliament were amongst the autograph hunters:

Some R250 000 in sponsorship was raised for tue tour, and
many of the players experienced the comforts of playing in

adequate cricketing gear for the first time. One couldn1t help

but notice the team kitted out in resplendent scarlet blazers

emblazoned with the sec's logo.

Edward Cebeku1u, the sec's chairman, and development

official at the 'l'rans>;'~aJ.Cri(!ket Board (TeB) commented that the

cricket cut ture in Soweto was growing daily. Harmony Nkutha

reiterated the point by saying that the Soweto community had also

derived fJomething out of the tour. He laughingly said that SCC

players. had become role models and recognised identities.

Ill. Cricket tou~s
A number of cricket tours have t.aken place in the cricket

seasons of 1994 and 1995. They are most noteworthy for their

inclusion of several development l?lay~:rs, and for the renewal of

public awareness of the objectives of cricket development in

promoting new forms of national cricket identities.

Further. cricketing personalities like Jackie McGlewhaw~

gone on record as saying that the selection of development.

players has shown that the development programmes have "enlarged

considerably the pool of young p'l.aye'rn, auguring well for the

future of South African cri.cket." (The Star 11 Apl.il 199!;).
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Undoubtedly thd s is the case. But it is wort.h asking whether the

broadening of the base of cricket in South Africa the

enlarging of the pool of talent - - will in fact create a ne\'l

South African game. For several cricket officials pointed out

that provincial and national selection still rested in the hands

of those whorepresent the "old" - - meaning racism and provincial

favouritism -- values of the cricket eat abl iehment.. It became

clear that the development initiatives of provincial cricket.

boards can take a player up to a point where he iSJ worth

considering for inclusion in that province's "A" side. Yet

contrary to the commentsmadeby McGlew,an official at the UCBSA

stressed that the provincial selection of promising development

players is hampered by these "old style" attitudes. Rather than

p.layez-s "falling through the cracks" -- in other words giving

up the game of cricket ._- it is a case of players hitting a

"srlcLssceiling". The tension between the two h-is been cited, by

officials whowished to remain anonymous, as the reason for the

sma'l L number of bL, ck players who play in the top cricket

Leaquea ,

Affirmative action is definitely not a. principle adhered to

by t.he UCBSA they constantly posit their position on the

selection of cricketers by merit and perfo:rmance. This is

certainly clear in the examples that f'oLl.ow , given the

outstanding performances by development players on recent

international tours. But whether this augurs well for the future

of South African cricket ..- in the words of McGlew remains to

be seen. For the future of South African cricket rc~sts in the

hands of the crickp.t boards, and the selection committees: they
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alone wi.ll change the racial compositi.on of provincial sides, and

eventually that of the national side.

South Af:rican tf19 XI to E:tlgland

Labelled by the cricket media as a talented, yet misguided

team, the under-19 tou~ of England was not as successful as was

hoped. Of the eight fixtures played, the under-19 team drew one

match, won two, and lost the rest. Captain r::' \M(:Kenzie's

batting performance was considered poor and most UCBSA

development officials took great delight in pointing out that it

was development players that produced the best batting and

bow l Lnq figures throughout .he tour.

The team comprised five Afrikaans speakers and four

private-school educated English speakers. Six players in South

,A.frica I S under-19 team toud.ng England came through the

development programme:::of the UCBSA. Krish Mackerdhuj 1 the UCBSA

president, offered these remarks on the inclusion of nCB

development players in t.he side:

The fact that almost half of the t(>uring part.y
are products of the UCBSA's vast development
programme... and when one considers that the
programme is only :.1 fe'll years old, it must be
considered a sporting miracle
(~,{,heStar f '11 April 1995)

All t.he officials and adrai.n.i at.r'at.or'a of the UCBSA and the

TeB who were interviewed a.greed that the one area of succeaa for

this tour was the performance of development players. There was

a general consensus that these development. players Linda

Zondi, Makhaya Nt.Lnd, I 'walter Masemola, Tulani Ngxoweni, Ahmed

Omar, and AE~hwellPrins - - had proven that they were more than

mere token se.lect i.cns by virtue of the results which they managed
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to produce on the field.
One of the more promising players to emerge from this tour

was the eighteen yee.r old Bord-=r fast bowler Makhaya Ntini.
Having only played cricket for three years, Ntuni was quoted in
the South African press as saying all he wanted to do with his
life was to play cricket. He also reflected on the days of
strugqling to get a game of cricket together with the boys of !1is

village near King Williams Town (The Star, 29 July 1995) .
'rulaniNgxoweni, a left arm spin bowler from Zwelitshat also

had a successful tour -- taking fifteen wickets in seven games.
Many a comment was passed that his good form caused more than one
headache for:sports journalists and announcers in their attempts
to spell or pronounce his name! Ngxoweni has only been playing
cricket for five years.

Ashwell Prins learnt to play his cricket in the streets
because the game was not played in his school. He is a product
of the Eastern Province development programme I and is rated as
one of the likely cont.endez-s to assume the role of the first
black cricketer to achieve his national colours. I~ fact, he was
the leading run scorer -- scoring two centuries -- on this tour,
overtaking the expectations placed on Neil McKenzie's batting
form.

More importantly was the ability of this tour to pzoduce

role models for aspirant township cricketers. Morgan Pillay, the
tour I S manager said that the cricket development programmes could
be surpassed by one thing -- role models:

Six guys on that tour came from our development
programme and we wanted them to do particularly
well ...because they could inspire an entire future
generation of test cricketerr..;
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Clive Rice attributes the poor performance of this side to
the lack of quality coaching at schools, and a deficient cricket
culture amongst the players. As has already been pointed out in
the previous chapter, the lack of quality coaching has hampered
the true potential of the development programmes. Officials like
Rice constantly pointed to the di5..::rep;:mciesin performance
amongst players and att .butea poor performances to inadequate
coaching.

However, if this is really the case,then the example of the
under-19 tour represents something of an enigma. For it was the
development players of the side that produced the best scores.
The players who had emerged form the traditional cricket
nurseries of private beys I schools -- where the levels of
coaching and facilities are infinitely better than that of the
township coaching facilities in development prograr:lmes'-- were
the players whose performances was considered poor.

South A£rican U24 XI to Sri Lanka

Although this tour was planned as a learning experience,
neither the United Cricket Board (UCBSA) nor the squad management
were able to deny the historic importance of the tour and its
results. The side returned with a 1-0 Test series win, nd a
shared one day series.

Eleven members of the touring party already play in the IIAII
sections of provincial cricket -- all of them are white.

Four black cricketers were included in the U24 touring
party: Lulama r-1asikazana,Roger Telemc.\chus,Ross Veenstra and
Finlay Brooker.
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The primary purpose of this tour however appeared not to be

an occasion where an integrated South African side took on

similarly matched opponents on the Indian sUb-continent. It was

clear, judging by commentsmade to the press, that the purpose

of the tour was to gauge the success of young South African

c.ri cket.ez-s on Sri Lankan wickets I and make c.n analysis of playing

conditions for future South African tours to the region duri:1g

the 1996 World Cup. A case of nat Loneu primacy was strongly

evident. Again, the UCBSA'sobj ect.Lve of creat:ing a na.tional

cricketing side international supremacy rode on the coat-tails

of a young side t.ha: ."li;lS supposed to reflect the IIsuccess" -- by

the inclusion of four black players ..- of the UCBSAI S development

objectives.

Interestingly, and in compari~on with the under-19 tour,

only four black players were selected for this tour. Onewonders

how many of the six black players selected for the tour of

England will still be playing c~icket at a first class level when

they reach the under-24 age group. The selection of only four

ndevelopment IIplayers for the Sri Lankan tour could be construed

as a raflection of the comments made to me by key cricketing

officials, and which are outlined at the begin1'j,ng of this

section. The se:lection process ensures t.hat the "glass ceiling!!

of performance and opportunity restricts the number of black

faces ill a provincial team or international touring side.

Barbados Ulg XI to South Africa

S:ir Garfield Sobers ,one of the West Indies I most..prominent

cricketers, brought a school-boy tc:mr from Barbados in August of
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1995, to playa series of ten matches in Gauteng and Npumalanga.

The Barbados side met a variety of South African sides. Twoof

their matches were pl ayed at the Elkah Sit "';ium in Sowetc, ono

aga.inst a Soweto XI, and the other against a.r inv~tational U19

rl'ransva.;{l XI. Ot.her matches included games agair ..:.;t boys schools

sides such as St. Stithians and St. Johns,

The respomge received at ED::.ah 'Jas enormous. When

inter'itie'\l;ing the mc._.I.age:rof the Barbados si.de, I was struck by

his unanticipat€:d support by black township youngsters. He said

it was both II inlspiring and bloody marvellous II to see young boys

in the crowd d.isplaying such enthusiasm and support for t1.8

Soweto team. Hie expressed surprise at the defeat of his team at

the hands of tne Soweto XI, but added that the suppcrt from the

stands was a definite advantage for the home side.

The response to the team at St. Stithiai
, ,", I while a welcome

one, was less resonant. Attendance at the gameby Saints boys was

considerable -- their conversation was peppered with expletives

when their team performed badly. But interestingly I .it \~as also

composed of comparisons between the great vlest Indian bowlers and

our own fil1an Donald and Fanie ~e Villiers.

Ali Bacher was quoted as saying that the tour was important

since it broke the trend of most South African school boy sides

meeting t.ourLnqparties from Austrdlia and England. He commented

that the vibrant cricket culture of the West Indies and

Baz'b'adoa in particular -- could playa crucial a role in the

education of South African school boy cri~keters (Sunday Times,

27 August 1995).
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:,rtcLuSIONS

The concluding chapter of this prcjec~ draws together the

empiric;l date., the theoret.ical considerations of the sociology

of sport and. the analysis of contemporary cricket development in

South l~fr.ica.

The variety and magnitude of the research has generaced an

array of sociological conclusions. '1'0 facilitate an easier

compz'ehens f.onof the numerous issues at hand, this section of the

project is comprised of three parts. The first is a discussion

of the redefinition of a South Af r Lcar, cricket culture, and

points to the creation of a "cult" of cricket;. development. The

degree to which cricket has been manipulated and appropriated --

both culturally and ideologically - - is central to this project IS

analysis of cricket development progrcnnmes.

The second section highlights the project of "nation-

budLdi.nq" , and the role of cricket development in the

construction of a new national sporting identity.

The third and last section details t.he complex relationship

between sport and the market, and highlights the role played by

the corporate sector in the initiatives of c~icket development.

Each of these sect~ons serve a separate commentary on the

state of contempor:ary cricket deveLopment,programmes. HOWft'V'erI

it is necr'1sary to link together each of these three sections.

Only then can a holistic comprehension of the reconstruction of

south African cricket :,€. f1.11lyunderstood and appreciated.

That holistic understanding illustrates that cricket

development programmes have made:a significant impact on the

reconstruction of South African sport I but have yet to
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fundamentally transform. the nature of South l~fr:Lcan cricket.

DeBpite the attempts to level the playing field through

development il1itiati ves I the cont.empozary reality of a disparate

social order cont Lnues to detie rrni.ne and def Lne the codes of South

Afrjcan cricket.

J: • .Beyond the BoundaCYL".t~heredefj,rLitioIl of a cric~et .
.f.lU1tur~

The word cricket conjures up ima.ges of gentl~
skill punctuated by dynamic brilliance, of the
villagi'3 green and white flannels with the sun
shining down lazily, of timelessness, and above
all, dignity. The ...phrase it's not c:r:icket
indicates that it is fairmindedness, a broad
apprQach, and tolerance that have come to be
synonymous 'lrlith the game (Hain, 1911 :74)

'I'he redefinition of South African cricket has produced two

compet.ing hegemonies. Firstly, the game has been redefined by an

emergent "cult" of deveLopment.. In this sense, cricket

development programmes have ushered in a new era of. South African

cricket, transforming the raci.al demographics of the game, and

broadeni.ng the base of cricket. But the redefinition of South

African cricket is inhibited by the second emergent hegemony: the

myths of \-lhi te cr:i 'ket! s cultural symbolism have remained

imbedded in the II, ~II game. In essr.-mce, cricket development I S

df.scourse of racial equality and fairmindedness is blocked by th.e

emergence of a new discourse that perpetuates the values of the

cricketing Polite.

In t.he at tempt ,,0 construct a new cricket cut ture, that is

n(JU-' racial , :t'Elpresentati ve and drawing on the tenets of

gentlemanly conduct; that are aasoc i.at.ed wit.h the HaITle I s values,

t.h(', perpetuation of che 11deve Lopmeut; myth" maaks the real
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processes at; work. Arguably, "deveLopment" may transform the game

-- and it must be acknowledged that in some ways it has done so
already - ~ but the simple cosmetic changes bzouqht; about by

development programmes do not reflect a true motivation to

~'~voluticl1ise the game. I am not arguing that the deve l.opment;

Lni, t.Lat.Lve s of the united Cricket Board of south Africa (UCBSA)

are purely cosmetic, for there have been some significant

instances of real progress. Rat.hez-, I am arguing that there is

a tendency to 'V'iew "developmei1t" as cosmetic, and co do so has.

di.re consequences. The simple attachment of the label

('development play~rl! on .my hopeful and talented young black

cricketer helps to perpetuate the myth of. the evanqe l ieal powt~rs

of the game's development programmes.

The myth is ominous, for it a'l l.ows for a mindset of

dispensing the game to the "maasea" to set in. The ir:yth implies

t.hat; those who administer and facilitate the development

programmes are providing a handcut to the underprivileged

cric:keters of South Africa. More importantly, that "handout II is

permeated with an att.itude that positions the cricketing

establishment as the cricketing authority of South Africa -- an
authority which knows the real values of play and which

understands the true cultural symbolism of the game.

The cult of modern day cricket, which is in fact not

associated with t.he v:illage green, but instead with urban

society, commerceand political patronage (Marqusee, 1995: 54) I has

allowed fo:-:' a cult of w~"JE:lopment.to eme:r.gein the south Ar.ricS',n

cJ:":i.cketing establishment. vlhilf2 there is no denying the

;:;dgnif:Lcallt inroads which the UCBSA has made in the up'l i.f tmen';
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and upqr-add.nq of facilities, one wonders about the initial

motives of promoting the game in t.he townships.

There is undoubtedly a two fold dilemma here. A tension

exists between the democratisation of cricket and the advancement

of 'ohite cricket I S international aspirations. The int.ention to

promote cricket, in the interests of harnessing a new n~tional

cricketing identity that would eventually produce black South

African cricketers appears to be cricket development I s secondary

goal. The initial objective of reconstructing South African

cricket masked the more primary -- and pateInalistic -- purpose

of 'l\'lindowdressinq" sout.h African cricket with black development

schemes to promote white South African cricket I n appeal for

reinstat:,~ment in che Int.ernational Cricket Council (ICC). Today,

now that souch Africa has been readmitted to the ICC, the primary

objective of the UCBSAis to promote the national team's

international preeminence.

The implication here then is that development cricket is

abnormal which of course, it is. As part of the

pxoae Lyti.aat i.on pxccsas of converting black youngsters to

cricket, de <~lopmentprogrammes are a constructed and invented

"traditivn" of contemporary South African cricket. In the last

fifteen years, the evangelical cult of cricket development has

')V'ertaken the initial motivations for their conception. The

rationale to introduce young black school boys to the gi:\mestill

exists. HO'iJeverI the cult has nowassumed the urgency and primacy

of having to produce a black cricketer worthy of national

selection. The IILnvented tradition" has in fact recreated itself:

the evidence would suggest that. the dElvelopment programmes have
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become so mucha part of South African cricket, that they are no

longer considered the "at.t achment;"to the establishment. How~ver,

as entwined as "development" may appear to be with the existing

cricket establishment organisational struct.ures, the cistinction

between the twe still prevails.

The di version of cricket , irrespective of its cur-rene

relation to the objectiv<;::s of nation-building and development,

is more than a merL:game of bat and bal L, r1ithin the g;.,methere

exists a myriad of socially - - and in South Africa, politically -

- entrenched values and associations. It is these values and

associutions which have blocked any real democratisation or

redefinitiol1'.of the game.

'fhe image of a level playing field within a hierarchy 1 is

the image illustrated by Mike Marqusee. For him the symbols of

cricket and the EnSjlish village green conventionally represerk

social harmony. Sociologically, they also represent a social

hierarchy (Marqusee,1995:29). Certainly, a similar image can be

bestowed on South African cricket. The tranquility of the cricket

oval, the gentle skill (jf bowlers and batsmen, and the

timelessness of the contest could all point to a nsor;:ial

harmony". While the cricket pitch mayreflect social harmony, the

social relations off the field reflect the pezpet.uat.Lon of a

distinc..:. social hierarchy. It i.s a social hierarchy that is

carefully conat ruct.ed , not organically reproduced. '1'he

dispari.ti.es between black and white players are both an

indication of the past., as well as the present. The realitie8 of

the legacy of apartheid dictate the diverse aoci o-ecoaomfc

circumstances bet.ween black and white players.
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But at the same time, the soci~l hierarchy has also been

"constructed" by the cricketing establishment's attempt to

.safeguard the middle-class virtues and values of the galle. The

democratisation of South African cricket has assumed the status

of a "middle class LeveI l Lnq... involving the cultural dominance

of middle class values, attitudes and sentiments': ('l'alamini &

Page, 1973:25). ThusI the cult.ural appropr Lat.Lon of cr Lcket; by

certain groups -- to promote those middle-class values, attitude'3

and sentiments -- has reproduced the inherent power relations

(Hargreaves,1986(b):9) of South African society. In effect, the

cricketing establishment I represented by the tlCBSA! has

perpetuated the social inequalities bet.ween cr Lcket.exe, by

appropriating the white and middle class values, symbolis~ and

culture of cricket. The perpetuation of an b;:.~tablished social

hierarchy is still very much in evLdence, despite the evangelical

proselytising by ti1(; disciples of cricket deveLopmerrt .

The mythology South African cricket talented

youngsters resplendent in white flannels playing on the

magnificent ovals of the Wanderers or Newlands grounds -- belongs

to this specific social. order, and by implication, a specific

social hierarchy. The township youth who play cricket have no

part in this cultural aymbol Lam, being taught only the

rudimentary techniques of the game. Thus it is a social hierarchy

that continues to ~xclude them.

Cricket deve l.opment; has indeed s l.t.exed the nature of the

game - - but it has yet to offer a model fc)r the fundamental

transformation of the racial status quo of South African sport.

The parallel between eighteenth century Englilsh cricket I and the
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emergence of new South African codes of play is undeniable.

Marqusee! s account of "gentlemen versus players" in the

eighteenth century is uncannily applicable to t.he assessment of

the achievement of developmental obj ecti VI;!S in Ccu.th Africa .in

the 1990.8. Cricket, in both examples, ensured that the dominant

class I s control of the game persisted. Development progl:atnmes

have separated development players from norr-deveIopment, players t

in effect dr.'awing a 1istinction between gentlemem and players,

along racial lines. Arguably, the obj ecti ve to b,::'ing cricket to

the bLack disadvantaged has ensured that the "player" is

currently categorised as black, whilst the cont Lnuat ic.. of

IItradi t.Lonal," cricket at private schools has maintained the

diRtinction of IIgentlemann as white. While it. must be remembered

that some of the development officials interviewed alluded. to the

unfortunat.e distinction and caceqor Laat.Lon of the "development"

label, the reality is that the label has stuck,

As a result, the dominant class of ',1Thiteschool boys have

come into contact with a cxons -eect.Lon of black cricketers who

axe deemed good enough to be selected fo:t: a development side.

More int.eref.ltingly, ad in the case of eighteenth century England,

is that this contact .is made in a circumscribed social spal;;!e

tile cricket field (Marqusee, 1995: 46). Furt.her, the label of

"development II has allowed white sc·.1001boys, their coaches and

administrators to participate in the development objectives of

the UCBSA. and the 'reB ~- by playing against development sides

but without having to jeopardise their social standing. The game,

while in progress, mayblur social divil::dons: the rhetoric of the

cr i.cket; boards would have us believe that this is the case.
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HoweverI the social distinctions ,-if contemporary Sou~~hAfrica,

based en the class formation t.ha': has resulted from black

disenfranchisement. are preserved off the field.

The l."edefinition of South African cl::Lcket has the potential

t.o incorporate the illi.ved experience" of the +ownehap game into

new codes of conduct, values and styles of play. However, the

resea:r:ch found that while the pot.e; .,
~ existed for the

construction of a new hegemony of cricket culture I!from below",

the hegemony of white middle class values remain entrenched in

the game, and its cultural aymboLd am, The symbols of the cricket

the dr'eas , the green ovals and supposed unobtrusive complexity

of the game -- operate in two separate .'.ds, alongside one

another I occasionally bxushd.nq ".Ji th each other: developmental

cricket and Iltm-developmental cricket. 'The tendency of coaches

and white players to label non-devef.opmencut cr icket; al::i"nozma l "

cricket or "traditional IIcricket points to t.he perpet:nation oF.

t.heue cld attitudes, that are grounded in the .eocial hierarchy

of 'white and middle-claas values.

Th~~ notion of blurred aocLal, boundaries, with the

unif:tcation of Lndf.vd duaLs b'om different sOG1.al strata on the

cz i.cket; field -- che not Lon of sport being a great "leveller"

is a:tguably Jmfounded when analysing the contemporary trends of

cricket development :i?rogz-ammesin the South African spoz i..:.i!1g

cont.ext..

'.rhe redefinition of SOU~' /\t.': ,.1 "Y'icket \:E1.S Hot been one

of maaad.ve pxopo.rt.Lons r the game, and its values appear. to have

remained untainted, che conduct. of pIa: s and the ("111 +trra l

values entrenched .;I..nthe game of ge:ntletrlen have remained
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unto11ched. Rather, the redefinition of cricket's cultural code

has been in the arena of national identification.

zr , .£3uilding a. Nation th.;-ough S:gort

Through the analysis of the discourses and practises of

IIsport.s deve.Lopment;" I ae they are presented by national sporting

administrative structures and macro-sport crganisations, the case

study of cricket development programmee offers one way through

which to analyse the processes of "nation-building". III other

words I the transformation on the cricket field, and the processes

of reconstruction in the public arena of sport, provide a lens

through which to assess the wider processes of t.r anaformat Lon,

"nat.Lorr-bud.Ld'inq"and development in South African society. 'I'he

myth of the political autonomy is challenged by the

politicisation of cricket development programmes for nation-

bu.iLda.nq purposes. The myth of the cricket game as a "gentle

drama played out on an eternal village green ... a realm beyond

history and politics" (Marqusee,1994:5) -- is countered by the

po'l.LtLcal mal'"puLat.Lon of the game, and its cultural and

ideological ditiC()urse, for nationalist goals and the

recoI1.str1.lction of a national cricketing code.

Sport zemad.naa political LnatLcuti.on , The analysis of the

h:i.Rtorical and contemporary contexts of South Af:r:ican .sport --

and in part LeuI ar I or'Lcket; - - haC";shown the extent to which the

hist ;~ical legacy of apartheid controlled sport and seg:r:'ugated

sporting institutions has been transcended in the attempt to

reconstruct E'out.hAfrican spozt; . Implicit in this reconstruction

of South African sport t.s the notion that, through sport I a new
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national identity may be c:reated.
If we are to understand the dynamics of "nat.Lon-Lu.i.Ldf.nq"

then a study such as this one offers some analytical insight into
the complex a~ray of • ~'1soCJ.cJ.. relations, constraints, and
cpportunities tbat face the state in the fostering of national
unity. By extension is the consideration of the conscious and
deliberate attempt (::0 construct <9. popular sporting culture as a
potential promoter of national unity_

In understanding sport's link with nationalism, we need t.o
analyse sport as the creator of political resources, as an agent
of political sociali.sation, and its ability to raise political
conac Louaneaa (Allisoni 1986:13-15) . Cricket has offered a viable
political resource for both the Department of Sport and
Recreation (DSR)J as well as the ANC-led government. Steve
Tshwete's comments and praise for the development of cricket as
a role model for other sporting codes to follow, is arguably an
example of the mobilisation of political discourse around the
singular example of cricket. Further, the presence and attendance
of politicians such as Presi.d(mt Mandela and deputy presidents
Mbeki and de Klerk at international games, or at promotional
developmental functions, highlights the political use of a viable
example of grassroots development that has won the approval and
fully fledged support of mainstream political organisations.

Other examples such as the sight of t.he new South African
flag at cricket grounds, and the naming of the Mandela Trophy --
in the series against Pakistan and Sri Lanka in 1994/5 _. point
to the clever manipulation of cricket, and its vision of
:ceconstruction and development on the field, and in the conduct
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As the IItheatre of the greatll, sport and sporting culture

J

I.~
I
=i
!

of play, by political agents, seeking to capitalise on the

success of cricket in the promotion of a new national identity.

is open to state appropriation and incorporation into a political

ritual designed to pro.aot;e social and political integration

(Hargreaves,1986 (a) :243) • Further, the public domainof sport and

the arl...iculation of state programmedintervention is arguably a

reflection of howsport mayform part of social welfare provision

that transcends the Iltheatre of the great", reinforcing cricket IS

ability to alter the "theatre of the every day". The analysis of

the relationship between cricket development and IInation-

bu.ilding" is rooted firmly within the Reconstruction and

Deve Loptnent; Plan I s (RDP)articulated goal of developing South

Africa's hUmanpotential via the vehicle of a national sports

development prog~amme.

In many ways the development objecti ves of the UCBSAof

developing a national cricket team -- and culture -- that is

internationally competitive do mirror the objectives of the DSR

in its attempt to create racially representat.ive sporting

institutions. But that is where the similarity in goals and

objectives ends. It is the achievement factor which sets the

UCBSAapart from the DSR .. - cricket has achieved its goals, the

DSR through lack of funds and bureaucratic obstacles has not.

Arguably, the extent to wh.i.ch cricket development programmes

fit into the DSR's "blueprint" of policy directives, legislation

and funding is limited. It would appear that the initiat~:ves of

the cricket boards have surpassed the DSR's initial attempts to

broaden par't.Lcd.pat.Lon in development objectives: in facti it
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could be argued that cricket has out-stripped the parameters of
official sports development doctrine, and is considered by the
state as a role modeL on ...rhd ch to emulate other sporting

deveLopmentel inj tiatives.

Further, I \,'.)uldargue that. the development of a new

national cricketing identity has not been achieved by the DSR.

Instead, the state has offered limited logistical suppcrt, and

political patronage to the initiatives of the UCBSAand its

provincial affiliates. '1'he const.rr ct.Lon of a new national

cricketing identity has been through the efforts of the

development programmesf the deLii.prate marketing of the game and

its culture, and the success of L ..:: national cricket team.

Independence or political democratisation in African states

has historically produced a new specialised elite that becomes

proficient at the games of the former masters (Calhoun/1987: 171) .

Thus the issue of nationalism is inext~;:>icablybound to the issue

of newly emerging eli:.:.es in a society transforr.1ing itself. The

articulation of a new national cricket. culture appears to be the

cement which bonds a new non-racial elite.

Sport provides new expressions of nationalism through the

choice or invention of nationally specifl.:: sports (Hobsbawm&

Ranger, 1983). Thus the II invented tradition" of Sout.hAfrica's new

cricketing :nationalism is arguably an attempt to unite white and

black cricketers, and maybe correlated with the emergence of the

invented tradition or myth of eighteenth century English cricket:

"The challenge of political democracy forced t.he rulers to find

new ways of cementing national unity around existing

institutions" (MarquGee,1995:56-7).
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The current trends withi.n the South African cricket

structures are not unlike t.he IIcrisis of credibility" which

emerged within the English cricket establishment, with regard to

t.he IIEnglishnessII of black cricketers in the national side.

However the South African I!crisis of credfbilityll ·:'~sts not on

the inclusion of hlack cricketers in our national side, but

rather, their exclusion. The South African cricket crisis of

credibility is also one of repre~entativeness, however South

African cricket is saddled with a p:t.ObJ{-'h1of merit selection as

opposed to any af f Lrmat.Lve act.Lon that .nay be taken to create

a representational national si.de, But as black Cl.. cketers become

more proficient at the game, to what extent de they fozm part of

the initiative to create a representative national cricket side?

Will the "representativeness!! of South African cricket

~ecome an organic process I relying on the game itself and the

internal dynami.caof the selection of better players -.~ whether

they be white or black -- to promote the ideology of a "new"

nation?

It can be argued that the construction of a new cr ...(i 'ing

national i.dentity is inhibited by the "old l,:'egimeatit Lt.udes"

highlighted by Krish I'4akerdhuj. 'rhe attempt to create a new

Ilational cricketing iaentity is not jnformed by the attempt to

create a new culture around the gatj~e.Nor is it based on the

diversity of cultural exchanqe between, and the different IIlived

experiences II of previously segregated players. The UCBSAmayhave

constructed a platform for the meaningful upliftment and

development of the game in townships around South Africa, but it

is the mindset of provincial selectors that ultimately mayimpede
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the seeds of I~ricket development from being brought to fruit. The

reconstruction of nati~nalism -- b~sed around a new culture of

non-racial and xepreaent at Lve cricket -- re8tf~ in two key axeas..

Ode is the minds of younqat.ez-awhoplay the game, and who accept

the route t-:::> national excellence and czLcket.Lnq p:::"'.)stigebegins

in the honouri:flg of codes of play both on and off the fia:ldo The

other I is the iI':',position oj:· 1 nationalist. testament by sports

admfnaat rat.or s and poli ticians - - in effect;, t.he construction is

rnasterminded from above. Howevex', againsC the efforts of the

DCBSA, and the rhetoric of "nation-building" as is art.iculated

i.n the DSR's White paper and the misS'~on statement of the NSC,
arc the group of provincial selectors who block the natural

progression of emerging black cricketers into the ranks of

provincial competLtron , deenunq ::heir style cmd technique

inadequate and limi;ted. Thus, the creation of a nat.i.onal.Lsb

identity from above must be viewed as a t;'mstruction that remains

firmly zoot.ed in the bands of those who control the game -- both

financially, and bureaucratically. 'lL:lY are the g'.lardians of the

national identity, whodefine that identity at their convenience.

This seems to be the fundamental problem in th'3 development

programmes orchestrated by the UCBSA. Although a time f:.:arneof

roughly five years s~ems to be accepted as the timt.\ it will i.:ake

to produce a bl.ack cricketer worthy of selection .for the national

side I there is undoubtedly individual discrepancy over the Lasue t-

In o::her worda t there seems t,,, be no 3enerac consensus of the

time frame tha.t should produce this black cricketer - - everyone

has their ownopinion on the matter. ~_rguablyI the objectives of

the UCBSA are prevalent throughout t., e vaxLcus provincial
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affiliates of the cricket establishment. Yet there appeaz-a tv D~~

no real national programme of "deveLopment;II. The UCBSAhas

m: :terminded the project, organised the major financi;;'l

assistance for the project, has stipulated the desired goals and

object.iv~,s of the programme for all provincial affiliates to

follow, and runs the operation through the Development Directive

of the UCBSAat their Wanderers offices. It would appear that

this is where the unified front regarding the ini.tiatives and

long term goals of cricket. development would end. Each and eve.ry

province is then running its ownseparately sponsored de-velopment

programmes _,_',';'ith someprovinces doing a better job than others.

Understandably, the UCBSAhas conveyed its conce rn about the

current range of disparities between proviri;;ial cricketing

ch'tho.i:j'" ie;;; and administrative structures, and has warned against

th? [lr.:tHJ.l.bilityof having to resort to "stronSj arm" tactics to

ennuxe all provincial affiliates of the Development Directive are

striving t.owaxds the same visionary goals of the neBSA.

But this merely points to the officials of the UCBSAas the

"official guardians" of a new .nat LonaI cricketing culture: it is

their vision of what South African cricket should involve that

is helping to transform the cultural and ideological nationalisms

of cricket. The vision of nationalism then is constructed around

the ideologies of not only ~Jhoshould be entitled to represent

South Africa, but also -- and perhaps more importantly -- what

South Africa is. and to whomit belongs (Marqusee,1995:20).

The game of cricket may arguably be viewed as one way of

understanding the broader picture of South African

transformation. .ruat as England; s f&ilure at t.he 1993 Ashes
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echo d la:tger argumentf3 over the plight of the nation
(t-Iarqusee,1995: III I the success of beth cricket development
initiatives and the performance of:the national cricket team may
be consi.dered as the bench-marks of a renewed nationalist
sentiment and optimism.

The consideration of each of the three vaz'Lartcaof the
discourse of "developmentll in chapter four, points towards the
concluding analysis of this pr.:-oject:t.hat is, the articulation
of a new ideology of development is a part of the territory of
a nation undergoing major social and political transformation.
However, the discourse of development has beeD reconstructed to
become a new dominant discourse, that still fails to reacIl those
it aims to assist. In essence then, the discourse remains just
that: a discourse with very little chance of being translated
into an ideology. The efforts of the state and cricket I s
administ:rative bodies to articulate the ultimate triumph of a new
national sporting culture; is potentially a source of unity and
solidarity. In reality however, it is also a potential source for
t.he establishment for a new myth of equality: that is, the notion
of a level playing field that masks a new hierarchical order,

The evangelism of cricket development is reflected in the
rhetoric of "pLayd.nq together, working together!!. The reality is
somewhat different. nPlaying t0gether" does not. provide the
cement; to build a nation. A "new" and invented nationalist
cricket culture has not emerged from the remnants of the social
reality of apartheid-controlled cricket. The social order of
apartheid remains, and determines the cultural and idli:1ological
IIba~ma9r-;;1Ibrought onto the cricket field.
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Thusf the findings point to an unfortunate situation. the
"democxat.Lsati.on"of South Afr.icancricket is incomplete. Instead
the vent.uze of cricket cl<?velopmentis merely an articulation of
the old cultural forms of cricket, imposed on a newly created
national identity.

III. Tht'!,Market Economy of Cricket Development
Cricket J s encounter with the market and modernity has

produced iHte:r.-estingconclusions. Caught in the web of oommer'cLal.
interests and profit margins, ~ricket development has become a
commodity to be bought and sold.

Thus the analysis of the financial contribution and
involvement of the 'vate sector in cricket development
initiatives allows for an under-st.andi nq of the corporate sector's
contribution to the changing nature of South African cricket.
While corporate social responsibility must be considered against
the backdrop of the com:.emporary socio-political structures of
the new democracy (Bibb & Bendix,1991), the role of the private
sector in the projects of sports development remains one of mere
sponsorship. The prrvet;esector does not actively engage in the
formulation of a n~Jl~: cricketing culture I nor a national spm:ting
identity. By providing the necessary funding for cricket
development programmes I the private sector has not determined or
conditionEid the state of contemporary South African cricket in
any significant manner.

The role of the private sector in the sponsorship of cricket
development programmes raises interesting questions about the
issue of financial constraint. The massive sums of money ci.onated
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to deveIopment initiatives, conveniently places cricket in a

compet.itive advertising market. The considerable financial

ccnt rfb-rt.Lon by the private sector underlies a position of fisca.l

power that needs to be weighed up against the philanthropic

rhetoric of corporate social investment.

The supposed philanthropist motivations of corporate

sponsorship axe questionable. The ~vidence of marketing cc.mpaigns

the advertisements, and the comments from key personnel in the

corporate social responsihi.lity departments of the major

sponsors, would suggest that the categorisation of "corporate

social responsibility" is purely one of marketing, publ(..c

relations and promotional advertising. In the South African

corporate sponsorship of sports development -- in the interests

of promoting a new national identity around the articulation of

a new sporting culture -- one cannot draw a simple distinction

between philanthropic inveetment and an attempt to ensure a

return on an investment (Wilson, 1988). Arguably, the desire to

promote the id(~alg rof nation-building, through the upliftment of

sport! is mer~ly a philanthropic facade -- a facade which hides

the real objectives of a highly publicised marketing campaign

guaranteed to produce a :r:eturn on a social investment.

The basic objectives of corporate social responsibility are

the consolidatioll of name and bra.nd awareness, and the

estab}.ishment of corporate identity (Nilson, 1988). In essence

then, the rhetoric of IIsports development II. and the goal of

nation building are an advertising €!xecutive I s dream. These

powerful concepts and emotionally-valued phrases of If sports

development II help to create the co'rpor-at;e image of social
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responsibili.ty and political consciousness. Wecan understand

the eponeo'rebap by the breweries and cigarette companies in thd.s

regard "-, their sponsorship drives are based on their marketing

objectives of reaching a bee. ·drinking, cigar~tte smoking,

cricket watching publ.ic. But the sponsorsh:t~ of cricket

development programmes by companies such as Plas80n (paint) and

Norwich Life (personal life assurance) raises interesting

questions as to who the~e companies are hoping to reach in the

social sponsorship rel:3poP~ibilities. Arguably, the investment in

cricket development programmes forms an adverti'sing platform that

allows these companies to market their corporate identity trrough

the fashionable rhetoric of !lsports development".

For some the crass and onward march of commercialism -- the

"sale of. .. cricket's soul" {I~arqusee,1995:15} to the highest

bidder -- is symbolised by the: sponsor's logos painted on the

outfield. For others, the success of the cricket development

programmes -- and the emergent host of young black stars from its

ranks -- is the symbolisation of an effective and well executed

corporate social responsibility str.ategy. The liuk between

financial assistance and the reconstruction of South African

cricket is made purely t.hrough the ma:rketing arena: there is no

overt stipulation of a marketing objective that assists in the

recol1struct:Lon of South African societ.y. That is written between

the lines in the advertisements, corporate social

responsibility reports and public relations campaigns -- and may

possibly reflect the continued conservatism of South African

business with regard to their outright political support for

national reconstruction objectives.
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The growing conflict between the ccmmercial-'p:cofessional
ethos of sporti and that of the amateur-elite ideals, has not
only emerged in the context of the gro\'dng market of sport
(Allison,1993:7), but arguab'y in the context of South African
crickec, and its development programmes, too. The common
perceptions of money corrupting a noble past time, where the
standards of technique, sportsmanship, loyalty and patriotism are

in decline (Marqusee,1995:27 -8) I is arg'~.bly countered by th.e

South African example of cricket development programmes. For the
evidence has shown that, although the !_nternational and
provincial game may have bowed to the pressures of commercialism
and endorsements, it is through the financial assistance of
corporate sponsorship that the gamEr-- ar.d all its values, codes
of play, and ~ymbolism -- has b~en reproduced in the sporting
contexts of black townships. The "noble past time" label may be
dropped in favour of a more fashionable and politically correct
jargon of "de've'Lopmerrt.v , but players, officials and
administrators alike all pointed to the renewed interest,
optimisITtand taith in the game. This is hardly a game that has
been IIcorrupted II !

The exploitation and legitimisation of sports market
possibilit.ies that warrants the sponsorship of sports development
-- rather than mere sporting competition -- is a continuation of
the professional ethos that has crept into the sporting arena.
Put differently, the continuati.on of an amateur based game for
the gentlemen elite is improbable -- and now impractical. Without
sponsorship of development programmes, the professional standing
and performance of a new South African cricket culture could not
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be improved. Without i.he financial assistance of the private

se.ctor, the game cannet develop and grew in an ever increasing

world of sports commercialisation.

While the market economyof cricket development reflects the

exe'rci se of significant choices by business in the .?vlitical

economy of South .~1.frica, those ':significant choices II do not

uphold the ideals of democratisation and nation building.

Arguably, they are significant business choices that reflect the

corporate sector's mark~ting and profit ambitions.

IV. A Second Inninqs Declared

As the creat.ure of an age of transition, cricket development

programmes still have a foot in both the past and the pre~ent.

The danger is that the commendablevi.::..ionof reconstructing South

African cricket -- and the air of IIpolitical correctness II which

surrounds it - - is caught between the newand the old. As the two

pull in opposite dd rect.Lons, the future of South Af.c:l.cancricket

remains uncertain. It would appear that the future of South

African cricket will look a lot like the past. The uncertaiuty

rests in the number of black faces that will represent the

majority of South Africans at both provincial and international

levels. It is indeed ironic that th~ white cricketing

establishment has weathered social and political transformation,

becoming the apologists for 6porting segregation, but at the same

time, has retu_ined its position of power.

Cricket development is at. present in a cul-de-sac. It may

be regarded as a cosmetic I public relations exercise which

I!rubher-stamps" a''"l.d hr.ncur-s c:r:icket' s activities both within and
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,
outside the development arena. Further, for many township
cricketers, development has sidestepped the real issues at hand,
and has not led r.oa radical transformation of the game. Through
the discourses of cricket devel.opment, the UCBGA is riding on
existent social practices, rathe~'than ch'itngingthe contemporary
status quo. The venture of cri.cket;development is merely an
articulation of the old cultural forms of cricket, imposed on a\
newly created national identity.

Cricket development programmes have made a significanc
impact on the reconstruction of South African sport, but have yet
to fundamentally transform the nature of South African cricket.
Despite the attempts to level the playing field through
development initiatives, the contemporary reality of a disparate
s()cialorder continues to determine and def iri~. the codes of South

'~,
'\African cricket.
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